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Buildings reflect
75-year tradition
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By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

Fulton Co.
tops MHS in
tournament
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Tire plant
gears up,
for layoffs
UNION CITY, Tenn. (AP) —
Hundreds of layoffs at the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. plant
will begin this week, the company said.
Monday's announcement follows a vote Friday by United
Steelworkers of America Local
878 rejecting a company request for work-rule changes.
The company wanted the plant
to make tires seven days a
week rather than six.
Goodyear said it would invest $60 million in the plant and
add 500 emplo)lees to its
3,000-member work force if the
change was approved. Instead,
it will lay off 310 workers and
make no investment.
The plant, the largest employer in the area, draws workers from northwest Tennessee
and southwest Kentucky.
-We cannot explain the results of Friday's vote, except to
say that some of our (employs) apparently believe Goodyear is bluffing or that the
company will put more oh the
table than it has to trnis point.
Anyone who thinks that is
wrong, or seriously misinformed," the company said in a
statement.
Ricky Waggoner, vice president of the union local, said the
company has made no new offers for additional talks.
We've got a contract. The
company just wanted to change
the contract and the membership voted to leave it as is,"
Waggoner said.
Plant officials said layoff notices will go out this week and
discussions will begin at company headquarters in Akron,
Ohio, on the future of the Union
City opetation.
Plant spokesman Jimmy
Cagle said 44 of the 46 tire
plants in North America work
seven days a week.

WEATHER
Tonight...Considerable
cloudiness with a 30 percent
chance of snow showers. Low
in the lower 30s. Wind becoming south and light.
Wednesday...Considerable
cloudiness. A 30 percent
chance of rain by afternoon.
Rain may mixed with snow.
High 45 to 50.
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Murray State University's campus is getting some new looks —
with an old familiar pattern.
Renovations continue on campus to Woods Hall, the new
Alumni Affairs and Development
Center (the old Church of Christ
Building) and to Sparks Hall,
Murray State is also breaking
ground on new sorority chapter
houses as part of a project of the
university's foundation and waiting final word from the Kentucky
General Assembly on the university's new housing project.
The university is also putting
the finishing touches on the new
Regional Special Events Center
(RSEC) on campus, which is
scheduled to open early this
summer.
Most of the money for the projects is from the university's
agency accounts for maintenance
and improvements to the campus
facilities.

four brick quadrants reflect the
And although the projects
older architectural look on camrange from educational, adminipus. The gray walls match the destrative, housing and recreational
cor and feel of Stewart Stadium
— there is a common theme. An
and the green roof emulates aged
attempt is being made to restore
copper.
Murray State's original architecThe trinstone medallion in the
ture. that highlights older buildings'on campus like Wilson Hall, arches of the quadrants of the
building are a direct reflection of
Wrather Hall and the Pogue
original campus.
the
Library.
The original look will continue
"I think you want the same arwith the new sorority houses and
chitectural look throughout the
new residential campus housthe
Dr.
can,"
you
as
much
as
campus
ing that are being completed.
Dewey Yeatts, director of facilities management, said. "Even the
The sorority chapter houses,
new buildings can reflect the orlocated at Poplar and Brentwood,
iginal design of the campus that
will include a large meeting room
can be seen in buildings like Wil- for each sorority, a lounge area,
son, Wrather and Pogue."
kitchen and storage areas. Each
Sometimes restoring that look / chapter house, which is estimated
can be simple. A couple of years
to cost $250,000, will include
ago, the university took down an
two sororities. The university has
awning on the Applied Science
a commitment from four sororibuilding. Yeatts said the removal
ties for a long-term lease
has made the building look much agreement.
better.
Murray State is waiting on the
The new RSEC building's design reflects MSU's heritage. The MI See Page 2

Freitag sues MSU
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A Providence man cleared of
charges that he raped a Murray
State University student has filed
a federal lawsuit seeking $3 million and a jury trial.
An attorney for Benjamine
Freitag, who was an MSU student
when he was arrested in April
1997, filed the lawsuit Monday in
U.S. District Court in Paducah
claiming his constitutional rights
were violated.

The lawsuit claims actions by
MSU Public Safety Director Joe
Green and Detective Capt.
Tommy Phillips were "intentional
or the result of deliberate indifference, reckless disregard or
plain incompetence."
In the lawsuit,'filed by Dan
Rudloff of Bowling Green, Freitag asks for Si million in compensatory damages for suffering
embarrassment, mental anguish
and loss of income and
reputation.

He also seeks $2 million for
punitive and exemplary damages.
Freitag was arrested April 1
and remained in the Calloway
County Detention Center for six
days before meeting a $75,000
cash bond.
He was indicted April 11 on
charges of first-degree rape, firstdegree unlawful imprisonment,
second-degree stalking and
fourth-degree assault.
II See Page 2

BERNARD KANELedger & I

ON THE AIR: Grady Kirkpatrick, program director for WKMS-FM, Murray State University's public radio station, talks to listeners about
the station's ongoing fund-raising campaign. The station has $35,Uut:i
In pledges on its way to a goal of $55,000. For more Information, call
762-4359.

Fetal definition
could alter law
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Two bills moving through the
General Assembly could have a
profound effect on abortion law
in Kentucky.
Each would declare a fetus to
be a person, which has implications more legal than biological.
If enacted, the bills would not
in themselves make abortion illegal. But they could stop abortions if the U.S. Supreme Court
reversed itself, as many think inevitable, and allowed states to regulate the practice.

BERNARD KANEledger & Times photo

READING FOR THE FUN OF IT: Murray Family Resource Director Bill Wells reads a book by famed children's author Dr. Seuss to Linda Purcell's P1 & P2 class at Murray Elementary Scbool Monday. Volunteer
readers will be at area schools this week to underscore the importance of reading to local schoolchildren.

Tht Kentucky Supreme Court
has ruled that in two notable
cases that no one can be charged
with a crime against a fetus —
assault or vehicular homicide, for
example — unless a live birth occurs. That is because there is no
"person" before a live birth, the
court said in the cases.
But a bill passed by the House
on Feb, 20 would define "person" as "an unborn child in utero without regard to stage of
gestation." Its death in the womb
could be the basis of a wrongfuldeath suit.

The bill specifically ex,:
women who seek abortions
doctors who perform them.
the lead sponsor, Rep. Tom Kc;;
said it would have inipl
for them.
"It points up the anomaly
abortion — that this is anot.
person whose life we allow to
terminated," Kerr, D-Tay
Mill, said in an interview.
The bill is pending in thk.
nate, where a shorter — not
say simpler — version cleL:
the Judiciary Committee
seemed headed for a floor
today but was sent instead to
second committee, Appropt,a
Lions and Revenue, on Mon,i.:\
The Senate bill, by RepublLa'
Gex William ofVerona, v1/4 oiil.1
expand KentuCky's statutory d,
finition of person to add —.1.1,!
shall include all human
from conception to death
Williams said the bill
give fetuses the legal
corporations and beneficiario,
fetus injured or killed iT1 Li .'
`)e
victim..mtib also would
Asked about his hill ty;lt. t:.
IN See Page 2

Committee chips away at school accountability
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill that would significantly
chaege Kentucky's school accountability program, yet preserve some of its main features,
has easily cleared the House Education Committee.
Like a bill already passed by
the Senate, it would remake
KIRIS — the Kentucky Instructional Results Information System. Apart from a shared, general
goal, the bills differ markedly in
degree and approach.
Most notably, the Senate bill
would halt, for at least four years,
the state's attempt to hold
schools and districts accountable

I thought it would lead us back to the years before education reform...when we were 49th and
50th and thanking God for Mississippi and Arkansas.
Rep. Harry Moberly
D- Richmond
for student performance.
Under the House bill, accountability would continue, with rewards for teachers riding on test
results from this spring and in
20(X). No one would immediately
risk sanctions, however.
Gov. Paul Patton endorsed the
House bill and said he would actively oppose the Senate hill. He

urged business leaders, including
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, to do the same.
Rep. Harry Moberly, who IN
chairman of the powerful Appropriations and Revenue Committee
and lead sponsor of the House
bill, predicted the Senate ersion
would mean an end to accountability, not a hiatus.

But the test untlerv.ent clitoktc,
That would break a promise
virtually every year. Experts
made to the public in 1990, when
the General Assembly devised a critiqued KIRIS
whether it was stall,' cii
new education system raised
•
taxes to pay for it, Moberly said. year to year, to be the
When he saw the Senate bill, high -stakes acciuini.il
'I did not think it would keep system.
Under the Senate hill.
that faith,'" said Moberly, Dtest would be given thi.
Richmond. "I thought it would
but only for student
leads us back to the years before
Student writing portit , .
education reform ... when we
would not he counted
were 49th and 50th and thanking
God for Mississippi and ous Haw, some teachers 1.!.!
Education Commitk,
Arkansas."
Sutie Smith, a le:K.1h
KIRIS had two purposes: to
County High School I..
non
test student knowledge, particubanon,
said the portfolio tA,t.
larly with writing, and to hold
tool An f.t.
instructional
the
—
schools accountable for results.
Gootl schools ebuld get rewards:
poor performers risked sanctions. • See Page 2
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Women in House back health •Buildings.

••

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Most of the women in the Kentucky House of Representatives
have banded together to promote
a health initiative for women.
Rep. Ruth Ann Palumbo, DLexington, the primary sponsor,
said the initiative is prompted by
, the generally poor condition of
the health of Kentucky women.
"There are no hidden agendas
here today," said Rep. Susan
Johns, D-Louisville.
The effort is bipartisan, with
Republicans Barbara Colter of
Manchester and Marie Rader of
McKee signed on.

Only Republicans Katy Stine
of Fort Thomas and Kathy Hogankamp of Paducah are not included among the supporters of
the legislation.
Among the provisions in the
proposal, insurance companies
would be required to cover:
—Prescription and over-thecounter smoking cessation
therapy.
—All stages of breast reconstruction surgery following a
mastectomy resulting from breast
cancer.

—Diagnosis and treatment of

FROM PAGE 1
Kentucky General Assembly to
complete its 1998 session to bid
out the new residential housing
project on Hamilton Field.
The university has prepared a
built-to-suit lease agreement in
case the legislature does not approve a bonding project for the
building of seven units that
would replace Richmond College.
Both the sorority chapter
houses and the residential hous-

endometriosis.
—Bone density testing for women 35 and older.
—Claims resulting from
domestic violence and prohibition
ot denial of claims attributable to
domestic violence based on a preexisting condition exclusion.
Also, the bill contains other
requirements:
—Prohibit outpatient
mastectomies.
—Mandate colleetion and dissemination of health data.
—Eligibility for drug offenders
for some programs if they meet
other standards.

•Freitag...

Accident hospitalizes woman
Staff Report

She suffered a cut on her head
Monday after being hit by a car
driven by City Safety Officer
Mike Wilson of Loch Lomond
Drive, according to a police report. The two are not related.
Evelyn Wilson reportedly
didn't see the other vehicle as she
pulled off Sixth Street onto Poplar Street, where Mike Wilson
was driving eastbound.
In other reports, two city residents were treated for neck injuries and released from the hospital last weekend following a
three-car accident on U.S. 641
South.
Martha J. Brandon, 51, of Sycamore Street, and Benny Steele,
50, of Olive Street, were injured
when their respective cars were
hit by the driver of a third car
who reportedly fell asleep at the
wheel.
Kimberly R. Webb, 18, of
Paris, Tenn., said she fell asleep
as she was northbound toward
Murray, according to a sheriff's
department report.
Webb reported15, drove into the
southbound lane, hitting Brandon's car and forcing it into a

Murray Ledger & Times

A city woman has been hospitalitzed overnight for observation
following a two-car accident
caused when she apparently
pulled in front of a city official.
Evelyn Wilson, 69, of Broad
Street Extended, was listed in
good condition at MurrayCalloway County Hospital Tuesday morning, according to a hospital spokesman.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3:
8-6-8
Pick 4:
7-9-3-8
Cash 5:
14-16-19-21-32

ditch about six miles south of
Murray.
She then sideswiped a car driven by Anthony W. Enoch Jr.,
20, of Paris, who was behind-

Brandon. Steele was one of two
passengers in Enoch's car.
Webb's car traveled another
168 feet before coming to rest in
a yard, the report said.

II School...
FROM PAGE 1
made the greatest difference in
my instruction."

Elizabeth Dick, of South Oldham High School in Crestwood,
said some teachers who complain
about portfolios do not know howto analyze them for strengths and
weaknesses and make adjustments in instruction. And some
transfer their own anxieties about
writing to their students, she said.
Under Moberly's bill, highperforming schools always would
be exempt from sanctions, even
when scores fluctuated slightly.
Under the Senate bill, performance classifications for all
schools would be wiped out.
Seventeen members of the
Education Committee voted for
Moberly's bill. The lone dissenter, Republican Rep. Charlie
Walton of Florence, said KIRIS

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in Dean
and General Tires

was "biased" toward students
"academically inclined ... and
linguistically inclined." He questioned why students bound for
college and bound for vocational
school should be assessed the
same way.

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

401 N. 4th St.
Owner - Ronnie Melvin

Premier Properties
offered by

FROM PAGE 1
Criminal charges against him
were later dropped when evidence was presented in Calloway
Circuit Court showing Freitag
was elsewhere when the alleged
incidents happened.
,"In fact, at the time she
claimed she was raped, he was in
Madisonville watching a movie
and winding down with his wife,"
Rudloff said.
The lawsuit claims the woman
,
—
identified Freitag from a photograph and again later as she and
Phillips waited for Freitag to
come out of class at MSU.

school year.
The Murray State Alumni Assocation is working on a design
for the front of the old Church of
Christ building. Proceeds from an
agreement with a credit card
company will pay for the new facade on the building.
The new work at Sparks Hall
includes the renovation of the
fifth floor to house the school relations office and additional work

Freitag was named as the attacker based on an anonymous
phone call to Public Safety, the
lawsuit claims.
The woman reported that in
five incidents ranging from December 1996 and March 1997,
she was physically assaulted and
later raped in five incidents by a
man she identified as "Chris Wylie," whom she had dated.
She also said the man harassed
her by calling her and following
her.
Rudloff thinks Phillips didn't
check the facts of the case
closely enough, including Freitag's alibi, and whether or not
Freitag and the woman ever met.

on the exterior of the building.
The Murray State University
Foundation has moved to the
Nash House, which was vacated
by the move of the university's
international programs into
Woods Hall.
The goal, acrti to Yeatts,
is making the campus beautiful.
"When people come to this
campus, I want them to see some
great looking buildings," Yeatts
said. "I want the university to
look dazzling."

"There was no physical evidence a rape ever occurred,"
Rudloff said.
Phillips was out of the office
Tuesday morning and couldn't be
reached for comment.
Green declined to comment on
the case, noting any official comment would have to come
through MSU.
"We can't comment on pending litigation," said Sherry McClain, manager of the MSU News
Bureau.
John Rail, general counsel for
MSU, was in a meeting Tuesday
morning and couldn't be reached
for comment.

TVA budget hopes fading
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — control along the 650-mile TenThe Tennessee Valley Author- nessee River watershed will be
ity's hope for continued federal financed.
financing for its nonpower prog"It looks like we are headed in
rams may be fading.
the direction of looking for alter\The agency is "doing every- native funding for TVA's progthihg we can to support" Presi- rams," Wamp said after meeting
dent Clinton's $77 million re- with Gov. Don Sundquist and the
quest for TVA's land and water rest of the Tennessee delegation
programs in fiscal 1999, Kate in Nashville.
Jackson, who heads TVA's nonThe caucus will be looking for
power programs, said Monday.
ways to pay for the programs
She said the agency feels "without having a rate increase
strongly the programs benefit the for our ratepayerr.— That's the
nation, not just the Tennessee clear objective," Wamp said.
Valley -- "ridfing that 80 percenti
Sens. Fred Thompson and Bill
of all cargo on the Tennessee Frist, R-Tenn., are proposing to
River starts or ends outside the allow TVA to refinance $3.2.bilvalley.
lion in debt with the Treasury
But U.S. Rep. Zach Wamp the Department at cheaper market
Chattanooga Republican Who—---rates.--TVA says it -Could save
heads the 38-member TVA con- $100 million on annual interest,
gressional caucus, said Monday which would be enough to pay
the chances of continued support for nonpower programs.
from Congress are "very bleak."
Last year the House voted zero
For the first time, Congress
funding for TVA. The Senate
won't even grant TVA a budget
saved the day with a $70 million
hearing this year.
proposal for this year. But lawIt raises a question of how
these programs that effect every- ' makers agreed it was the last
time.
thing from recreation to flood
TVA's hopes were renewed
with President Clinton's fiscal

•Fetal...
to a potentially hostile appropriations committee, Williams said
opponents were "definitely trying to slow_it up." He said he
agreed, howestr, that a change in
the definition of a person could
have implications for the revenue
code — the committee's
bailiwick.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense Seeritari Wflliam Cohen

has decided that the 36,000 U.S.
troops in the Persian Gulf should
undergo anthrax vaccinations as a
"prudent action," the Pentagon
announced today.
The decision to vaccinate all
the 1.4 military men and women
in uniform was made in December, but the program wasn't expected to go into practice until

Student
and vo

Mrs. 1.11
and br
clothes
had wh
abla In
North

1999 budget request for TVA.
But Senate foes, including
John Glenn of Ohio, Jack Reed of
Rhode Island and Rick Santorum
of Pennsylvania, were_ already
lining up against it.
"Federal utilities have and
continue to cost the federal government billions of dollars," they
wrote the administration in
December.
"We are concerned that taxpayer subsidies to the TVA and
Power Marketing Administrations
distort the market, discourage efficiency, waste taxpayer dollars
and pit regions against each
other."'
Wamp said TVA's interests are
outnumbered 3-1 by regions of
the country served by investorowned utilities.
"They are angry because we
went 10 years without a rate increase until last October, while
states like New Jersey and California continued to receive almost annual, increases in their
power bills," he said.
Wamp compared the coming
legislative battle over electric industry deregulation as a "Civil
War revisited."

Cohen orders vaccinations

FROM PAGE 1

Kopperud Realty

tug are expected to be completed
by 'the opening of the 1998-99

this coming summer.
But the program was acteferted, and will begin this
month with the forces now in the
Gulf region due to the ongoing
crisis with Iraq, Pentagon officials said.
The immunization program
will consist pf a series of six inoculations for each service member over an 18-month period, followed by an annual booster.
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Billboard companies could trim
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Billboard companies could trim
trees or vegetation blocking view of their signs under a bill passed

I
IF LAKE LIVING - is your dream, this new home
on a waterfront lot is for you! Beautifully styled,
with an open floor plan for luxurious but casual
living,it also offers a great wooded lot and a boat
dock. The large master suite, abundant windows
to invite the outside in, and loads of amenities
make this a home to see. $344,500.00. #3001172

LOCATED IN BEAUTIFUL- New Saddle Creek
Subdivision. Newly constructed four bedroom,3.5
bath spacious brick home features 9 ft. ceilings
throughout, large beautiful open kitchen w/
hardwood, large downstairs master area, large
upstairs bonus room w/double access, quality
throughout.Owner relocating,immediate possession. $259,900. #3001071
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Advertising Mgr.
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FAR FROM THE ORDINARY - Adjoining Golf

spacious home offers true luxury. Featuring two
master suites, spacious office, formal living/
dining areas & abundant informal area, this
home is what you've worked for, Four bedrooms,
four full and two halfbaths compliment this home
with over 5,500 eq. ft. of living area. $459,900.
63001207

Course, this home is thoughtfully planned to
provide the ultimate life style for those accustomed to the very best. Crafted in the finest
traditional manner, 2,820 sq. ft. of sumptuous
living area. Most assuredly this magnificent
residence could not be duplicated at its offered
price of $225,000. 43001189

Call our office for more information on these
and many other outstanding properties.
43)—ir
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Boat sewage bill passes Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A bill meant to prevent boats from
dumping raw sewage into Kentucky waterways sailed through the
Senate on Monday.
The bill would require all houseboats with marine toilets to have
sanitation devices and that all marinas have pump out stations or
contract with waste treatment plants to dispose of the waste.

MISS YOUR PAPER?

711
Main St.

The bill advanced to the House on a 26-6 vote.
Sen. David Boswell, D-Owensboro, said his bill is meant to ensure that motorists traveling through Kentucky have a clear view-of
roadside signs promoting restaurants, places to stay and tourist
attractions.

Business Moore
Mon.-Frl. 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone I: 753-1916
Fax 9: 753-1927
Subscrtplion Rate&
All subscriptions payable in advance
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by the Senate on Monday.
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LAWRENCEBIIRG, Ky.(AP) — The president of the Kentucky
Democratic Women's Club is launching a letter-writing campaign
aimed at getting Kenneth Starr removed as a special prosecutor.
Mary Byrum, who is from Slaughters in Webster County, said
Sunday she is urging Democratic women across Kentucky to write
letters to Attorney General Janet Reno, asking her to pull the plug
on Starr's investigation of President Clinton.
"They've spent $40 million trying to find something, and yet
, they, couldn't find anything," she said. "It's time to move on. Let
(Clinton) do his job. I don't think this witch hunt will lead to
anything."

The CC
Week

d

Body exhumed in Georgetown
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP) — An unidentified body buried 30
ago has been exhumed in an effort to determine its identity.
Dr. Emily Craig, state forensic anthropologist, is scheduled to
examine the remains today at the state medical examiner's office in
Frankfort.
DNA testing on teeth. recovered Monday is expected to take six
to eight weeks.
The body exhumed Monday was found on a highway in 1968.
The slain woman was never identified and became known as the
"Tent Girl" because her naked body was wrapped in canvas.
years
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Southwest upper primary student
Ashley Jackson received a metal
for being the top money maker for
Jump Rope for Heath at the
school.

MP'

•

Students In Michelle Wheeler's class at Murray Elementary School participated In a feast.

Students in Toni Bohannon's class at North Calro-way study mountains
and volcanic mountains.

.111...•m•••••••••••

Mrs. McNarry came to our class
and brought many articles and
clothes that she and her family
had while they lived in Saudi Arabia In Toni Bohannon's class at
North Calloway.

Students In Michelle Wheeler's class at Murray Elementary take part in
Hat Day while studying the letter H.

Terri DeLancey from the Purchase
District Health Department is helping Renee Ruch practice teeth
bruthIng while visiting Fonda Grogan's class at East Elementary.

Students finish a nutritional unit in the Calloway County High School
Project H.O.P.E. class with Ginny Harper, 4-H agent.

-

Students In Marilyn Dill's class at Murray Elementary build a block
structure to display their animals In the block area.

Keni Anderson and Sarah Thompson, students in Bill Miller's class,
study math at Calloway County Middle School.

Tyler Saucier and Taylor Flke participate In a dramatic play at the
Calloway County Preschool
Center.

Steve White, wildlife biologist
from Murray State, recently visited
the classes of Kandi Dawson and
Carla Rexroat at Murray
Elementary.

Noelle Olson and Kory Cunningham are working on a science lesson in
Lisa McCree's 8th grade science class.

Pictures for this page %ere submitted by the administrathe staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Callos4ay County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct',our questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools 53-43t'3l or the
Cillossiy County Public Schools (753.30331.

The CCEA hosted a brunch for support staff during American Education
Week at East Calloway Elementary School.

Roses ale red.
Violets are blue,
Now it's my turn
to say,
"My dad is the
optometrist for
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FROM OUR READERS

Evolution a religion
Dear Editor
Last Wednesday night, a crowd of some 750-800 people, I'm told,
gathered at the MSU Curris Center to witness a debate between Dr.
Duane Gish and Dr. Bill Schell.
There were many college students in the audience, as well as high
school students and "seasoned" students. The debate was supposed to
focus on the evidences for and against both the creation model of origins
and the evolution model of origins.
Unfortunately, the entire debate wasn't on the issue.
There was enough evidence presented, however, to make the debate
very interesting. One of the main issues raised was whether or not
evolution and preation are both science, or if creation is religion.
It seems to me that, since neither is repeatable nor verifiable, they are
both based on "faith" and must be called religion. According to one's
religion,one will judge the facts of science he observes around him. That
was exactly what the debate was supposed to be about. Do current
scientific observations support the creation religion or the evolution
religion?
The reason that it matters is this. The evolution religion (with its
accompanying deductions from scientific observations) is taught
exclusively in public schools(from grade school through college), while
the creation religion is forced out of them.
Since neither can be proven, I'd like to see both expelled. Think of all
the time a student could spend studying real things around him if the
evolution religion wasn't taught.
As a Christian, I believe there is another reason to refrain from
teaching our children the evolution religion.
The Bible is the foundational document of the Christian faith. If our
children are taught that God didn't create(just like the Bible says he did),
then how can they ever believe that Jesus arose from the dead? The same
Bible documents both events.
Gary Taylor
4630 Jones Mills Crossland Road
Puryear, TN 38251

KIRIS failing state
Dear Editor:
I, like most of the teachers I know, do not need big business in
Kentucky nor the state legislature to dictate accountability. Most of us
realize an intense feeling of accountability every time we look into the
eyes of a student, any student
I read with interest the comments made by supporters that want to
keep KIRIS or some type of accountability for teachers, especially
accountability that comes from some type of misbegotten test which
does not show what students know but how effective teachers have been
in their instruction.
Think about that for a minute ... How can a test that is given ib
students, who are not themselves accountable for the outcome, be an
effective measure of how or what we teach without measuring what the
learner has learned?
I am asking the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce,and particularly its
vice-president Tony Sholar, to explain why they want to see millions of
dollars of taxpayer money distributed as the result of a flawed and
repressive system of accountability ... KIRIS!? I would like for someone
to explain to the teachers in this state the integrity of the reform act, as
long as it keeps KIRIS and portfolios.
Just exactly how is public education in Kentucky going to be disrupted
or set back by revamping KIRIS? We had public education prior to
reform or KIRIS.
Tax increase! Makes me want to scream into the night But with the
passing of KERA, we had the largest tax increase in our history. If you
were for KERA, you were for a tax increase.
Where has the money gone? It has gone to increase the Kentucky
Department of Education and create a large bureaucracy of testing
experts, distinguished educators, regional coordinators and support
personnel for everybody. Local districts have added open-response
experts, writing portfolio experts and support personnel to deal with
KERA related business.
Rewards? An unusually large majority of the reward money has gone
to elementary schools. In my district, Estill County, we have received
less than 1 percent per year in pay increases over the last four years and
none this year. In the future, I would suggest that the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce be more attentive as to what it is they are supporting.
I feel many people who have supported KERA and KIRIS do so
because of the negativity that goes with saying one is against it that
being, if you're anti-KERA you're anti-education. Not so!
KIRIS and portfolios are not reliable enough to use to distribute
millions of dollars of taxes. Rep. Harry Moberly's bill, HB 627, is not a
positive move for accountability, education, nor teachers.
Roger Griffin
139 Allen Douglas Drive
Richmond, KY 40475

Movies not a big issue
Dear Editor:
Are there so few poor to feed and house;so few in prison to visit(or set
free); sick to heal or comfort or dead to raise that the Christian
community must busy itself with stamping out pornographic video
rentals?
Impure thoughts and desires do not come as easily to all as they must
to the would-be censors.
Some unfortunates require the stimulus of erotic material to rekindle
their fading fins.
Are dirty movies really the biggest, baddest dragon that can be found
to crusade against?
David H. Hawley
719 Poplar #B
Murray, KY 42071

Mellowing with age
I write on anything close at hand.
I always have. It's a occupational
hazard for writers. In the car, it's
usually a receipt from my most
recent fill-up. When I'm shopping,
I'm apt to jot notes or the back of a
bank deposit slip, or the flip side of
my grocery list
There's a thick pad of pastelcolored paper on my bedside table
and several pens, in case I wake up
in the middle of the night wanting to
capture a dream I've just had, or
seize an image that might turn into a
poem.
Right now,there is a stack of my
lists next to the phone in the kitchen,
another on the dashboard of my car,
and a third on my bureau in the
bedroom. If I went through my
handbags, another flock would be
forced out of hibernation.
And if I turned 180-degrees away
from the video screen at this instant,
still another list would greet me
because the white board in my
office contains a series of other
reminders.
If I really wanted to go highertech, I'd use the feature on my
system software to generate another
kind of list, an electronic calendar to
tell me where I'm supposed to be,
with whom, and when, day by day
until the end of time. But I have
enough lists already, thank you.

While I can chalk my inveterate
list-making up to the fact that I am a
writer, the truth is that making lists
is my current antidote for a condition that has recently assailed me. It
is known as "C.R.S." The initials
stand for "Can't remember stuff."
Mother term for these lapses is
"Senior Moments."
While I accepted crow's feet,gray
hair,and the other slings and arrows
of waning physical good fortune
assficiated with age, I somehow
assumed that forgetfulness would
not afflict me.
After all, I am the one who can
remember what I wore on every
marginally important occasion in
my life, sometimes all the way down
to the underwear. I can repeat
conversations from decades ago
verbatim, much to the delight (or
chagrin, depending on the subject
matter) of the individuals involved.

At school and family reunions, I
am part of the informal entertainment I can still recite passages from
the unsuccessful campaign speech
of Richard Poresky for Student
Council president I know how
many pairs of shoes and matching
hand-knit, mohair sweaters Barbara
Friedrich had between sophomore
and junior years of high school.
And when one of my older sisters
refers to a classmate from years
past, I can usually describe their
picture in the annual and what was
written beneath their name.
Being blessed (or cursed) with
such recall, I find it alarming that I
am reaching the stage where I forget
where I put things,or get to the store
and don't remember what I came for
unless I have a list
Just this past Christmas, I wrote
out a slew of cards to old friends,
and then ran out of stamps. When I
finally sat down to resume the task,1

had no idea whom I had already sent
to, because I had not made a list. So I
gave the whole thing up. It was too
hard to explain. And too
embarrassing.
My husband thinks it's funny.
Nothing to worry about. He swears
that he has been forgetful all his life,
so his "Senior Moments" are just
like old times.
His sons, Andy and Noah, concur. They tell me I don't need to
worry until the point where we need
to stitch Roy's name in his hat.
When he hears these exchanges,
my husband just laughs goodnaturedly. He only gets a little testy
when I am forced to declare a
"geezer alert," such as the time
recently when he was driving
through Kroger's parking lot with
his signal on, railing at the people
who finally risked passing him and
then shook their fists in impatience.
"What are they in such a big hurry
for," he muttered, until I smugly
pointed out the offending blinker
that confused them.
In the end, though, he is kinder
than I am. He seldom kids me about
my own lapses, and resists chiding
me when I chalk up my forgetting to
having too many things to do,
instead of too many birthdays under
my belt He is definitely mellowing
with age.

Display prompts list
Last month was Black History
Month, and like a gazillion other
white Americans, I gave it no
thought After all, it was black
history, and not being black, it was
of no particular interest to ' me.
Oh,don't get me wrong. I was and
am glad that black history is recognized, and that the empowerment of
such recognition is bestowed upon
whites and blacks alike.
I just came to my empowerment
of this Friday.
I was sent Friday afternoon to
Murray High School to photograph
the celebration of Black History
Month where I saw a large display
proclaiming "It's not black history:
it's American history." The display
was full of pictures of famous
Americans, all African-Americans,
and a brief description of their
contribution to American life.
It got me to thinking. How many
times have I thought of two histories, one black and one white, one

ANALYSIS

Bernard Kane
Staff writer
primary and one secondary? It
ashames me to admit that it has been
too many times.
So, let me present a list, by no
means comprehensive, of famous
Americans of African descent who
have enriched all our lives with their
sacrifices, their accomplishments
and their gifts.
In the world of jazz music, we
have: Cab Calloway,Charlie "Bird"
Parker, John Birks "Dizzy" Gilespie,"Duke" Ellington, Earl "Fatha"
Hines,John Coltrane,Lionel Hampton, Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong,
Nat King Cole, Ella Fitzgerald,

Scott Joplin, Sarah Vaughn, Cassandra Wilson, Quincy Jones, Thelonious Monk, Pearl Bailey, William "Count" Basie and Billie Holiday.
For popular music such as blues
and rock, I present: John Lee
Hooker, Chuck Berry, Bob Marley,
Jimi Hendrix, Stevie Wonder, Junior Wells, Buddy Guy, 1-Bone
Walker and Muddy Waters.
In sports: Althea Gibson, Andrew
"Rube" Foster, Arthur Ashe, Bill
Russell, Bob Beamon, Debi Thomas, Edwin Moses, Emmett Ash-

ford, Ervin "Magic" Johnson, Evelyn Ashford,Floyd Patterson, Frank
Robinson, Henry "Hank" Aaron,
Jack Johnson, Jackie Robinson,
Jesse Owens,Joe Fraizer,Joe Louis,
Josh Gibson,Kareem Abdul Jabbar,
Michael Jordan,Lee Elder, Muhammad Ali, Orlando Cepeda, Reggie
Jackson, Roy Campanella, Sugar
Ray Leonard, Sugar Ray Robinson
and Thomas "Hit Man" Heams.
In American civic life, we all
benefit from the contributions of:
George Washington Carver,Frederick Douglass, Medgar Evers, James
and Patrick Healy, Martin Luther
King, Jr., Malcolm X, Thurgood
Marshall, Sojourner Truth, Harriet
Tubman,Ida B. Wells, Benjamin 0.
Davis, John H. Conyers, Colin
Powell and Rosa Parks.
As I said, it is not a comprehensive list. But it does point out that it
is not just black history, but American history.

Campaign reform dies
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Another round, another rejection,
and with campaign finance reform buried again, Democrats are
going to make a congressional
campaign issue of it, against Republicans who figure it is not a
topic that turns elections.
So the debate goes on, and the
money machine keeps cranking,
with new routes around the rules
and contribution limits set by law
24 years ago.
The sponsors of an overhaul in
the system, actually a modest one
by the time the compromised bill
came to votes in the Senate, say
they'll be back next year. The
Republican opponents say they'll
be waiting.
...There is another installment
coming this year, with the House
due to debate overhaul proposals
in about three weeks, but with
scant chance that anything will
pass — and with the certainty
that if it did, the measure
wouldn't survive the Senate
anyhow.
The Democrats also talk of
pushing the reform issue to later
votes by proposing it as an
amendment to other Senate bills,
but that won't work, either.
Without 60 Senate votes to end
the endless filibuster tactics that
have stopped campaign overhaul
bills before, nothing is going to
pass Congress.
Supporters were nine votes
short, at 51, in the crucial test
last week.
A year ago, the issue was supposed to be taking hold, gaining
momentum because of the admitted Democratic fund-raising excesses of 1996, and the Republican investigations that were go
ing to delve into the whole mess

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press corumnist
President Clinton, who had endorsed reform without really
pressing it, urged Congress to
act, a position that served as an
antidote to the flow of disclosures about the Democrats.
Republican leaders were concerned enough at the prospect
that the issue might take off that
they set up task forces to work on
campaign money ideas for the
GOP. It didn't happen, and their
alternative boiled down to one
measure, to bar the use of union
dues- for political purposes without the permission of individual
workers.
Democrats are never going to
buy that crippling limit on one of
their political bases. Republicans
said there would be no changes in
the system ‘
,hthout it.
Clinton said delay would be
'the death of reform, and told
Congress to set a deadline of last
Fourth of July. Nothing was

done. There was a push last fall,
but a Republican filibuster threat
stalled things then, until GOP
leaders agreed to action early this
year in order to shelve a dispute
that threatened to hold up 1997
adjournment.
Clinton was still pushing, urging in his State of the Union address that Congress act to end "a
fund-raising arms race." He was,
and is, part of it, raising unrestricted Democratic Party donations that would have been
banned under the bill he favored,
saying that he couldn't stop until
Republicans did, and that
wouldn't happen without a law.
When the bill did come up, it
was far narrower than the reformers had wanted, after concessions to gain Republican support
to go with the solid backing of
the 45 Democrats. That served to
gain seven GOP supporters, to
produce a majority but not the

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes- letteis to the editor. All
letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address
and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must
not be more than 500 words. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also be faxed to (502) 753-1927.

vital 60 votes.
The bill no longer sought to
eliminate or limit campaign contributions from political action
committees which are, ironically,
a byproduct of the earlier reform
law. Gone was the provision to
set spending limits for candidates
willing to abide by them in exchange for free television time
and cut-rate postage for campaign
mailings.
It would have ended unrestricted, "soft money"-lionations
to political parties, which weren't
support to be used for candidates,
but for voter education, registration and turnout efforts. That money has, increasingly, been spent
for barely-disguised campaign
purposes, and those unlimited donations were the ones involved in
the White House coffees, the
foreign donations and other 1996
operations that got the Democrats
into trouble.
The bill also would have restricted another soaring kind of
spending, called "issue advocacy," purportedly_.independent
of candidates, in which outside
-organizations have bankrolled attack ad barrages, with no limits
and no disclosure of the real
sources of the money required.
Any mention of a candidate's
name within 60 days of the election would have subjected that
kind of spending to the stringent
limits applied to candidates, who
can't take donations of more than
$1,000 from an individual or
$5,(X)0 from a PAC.
Now it is back to squire one.
More scandals, said Sen. John
McCain, the chief Republican
sponsor of the reform bill, more
investigations, more indictments
and convictions.
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CALENDAR
Tuesday, March 3
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
District meebng/6:30 p.m lire station
at Almo.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
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Community Improvement

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. Rick Rice will present a
program on "Handy Man Tips." The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Marlene at 753-2350.

Relay for Life meeting Tuesday
Team Captains of Relay for Life will meet today (Tuesday) at 5
p.m. at Pagliai's, Chestnut Street. This event will be May 1 and 2
with proceeds to go to the Cancer Fund. All team captains are urged
to attend.

MES committee will meet
The Curriculum/Assessment and Textbook Committee of Murray
Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet
today (Tuesday) at 5:30 p.m. in Mrs. Dawson's room. All interested
persons are urged to attend.

911 Board plans meeting
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The 911 Board of Directors will meet Wednesday, March 4, at 3
p.m. at the Purchase Area Development District, 1002 Medical Dr.,
Mayfield. The public is invited.

Baseball registration planned
Youth Baseball Association will be Thursday and Friday, March 5
and 6, from 3 to 6 p.m., and Saturday, March 7, from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods. This is for youth, ages 5
through 16 for all of the summer baseball leagues.
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An AA Meeting (accessible) will be Thursday, March 5, at 7 p.m.
at the Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray. For information call the center at
753-7676 (voice, or 753-7729 (TTD).

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, March 5, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. All interested persons are invited. For more
information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

Parents' Night Out Friday
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Interagency
will meet
Murray-Calloway County Interagency Council will meet
Wednesday, March 4, at 11:30
a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant, Highway 121 North.
Linda Bassett of the Murray
Housing Authority will be the
speaker.
local helping agencies in
and county are urged to
city
the
attend this special meeting.

HOSPITAL

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Feb. 26, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Smith baby boy, parents, Angela
and Maurice, Murray;
Clere baby girt, parents, Paula and
James, Almo.

Clergy Conference planned

Dismissals
Mrs. Beatrice Mae Barnes, Cadiz;
James Buel Hopkins,'Dexter; Mrs. Lottie Crow Humphries, Cerulean;
Ms. Rita Ann Ray, Mayfield; Miss
Tara Breanne Garland, Kirksey;

"Building Mighty Men of God" Conference of Promise Keepers
will be Thursday, March 12, at the Market Square Arena, Indianapolis, Ind. The conference is free, but persons still need to register by
calling 1-800-888-7595.

Ray Anthony Powell, Benton; Mrs.
Jessie Mae Brantley, Farmington;
Mrs. Sue Carol Byassee, Mrs. Nellie
Stiles Farris, Miss Tonya Latrese
Jenkins and baby girl,

Fish fry at local church

Mrs. Clara K. Rickman, Mrs.• Hilda
Jane Miller, Delbert Honchul, Mrs.
Roberta Ferguson, Hunter Ray Ruch,
Brent Alden Davis, Mrs. Brandi
Crum and baby girl, Christopher C.
McGraw, Daryl Ray Rogers,

Parents' Night Out at First Baptist Church will be Friday, March
6, from 6 to 9:30 p.m. The cost will be $5 per child. For reservations
see Joetta Kelly or call the church office, 753-1854.

St. Leo Catholic Church will have a fish fry behind the church on
Fridays, March 6 and April 3. Serving will be from 4 to 7 p.m. Tickets will be available at the door and the public is invited to attend.

Pinochle class scheduled
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Michelle Hansen, program coordinator for the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program of Murray and Calloway County, spoke to members of
the Murray Rotary Club at a recent
meeting at Seven Seas.

REPORTS

AA meeting local center Thursday
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ROTARY CLUB photo

A Pinochle Class will begin Wednesday, March 4, at 10 a.m. at
Senior Citizens area at Weaks Community Center. Anyone age 60
and over that is interested in learning how to play Pinochle is invited. The Pinochle Club meets every Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. This
is always c*en to new people. For more information call Teri or
Randy at 753-0929.

Senior parents selling cards
Parents of Murray High School Seniors are selling discount cards
for $5. The cards carry the names of 21 Murray businesses who have
offered discounts. The cards will not expire until January of 1999.
Funds from the sale will go toward Project Graduation for the MHS
seniors. For information call Cindy Howard, Cheryl Crouch, or Ja-

Miss Mary Jane Timmerman, Charles 'Pennington, and Clifton Howard
Cochran/Vali of Murray.
Expiration
Roy Mack Creech, Kirksey.

Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Frei blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of MurrayCalloway, County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Call
753-7490, Chris, before attending.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m./Log
Cabin Restaurant.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS KY *34 meeting/6:30
p.m./Clinic building, Murray. Info/
Marcia at 753-0854.
Hardin TOPS Chapter weigh--in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall. Info/759-9882.
Blood River Baptist Associational
Youth Bible Drill/7 p.m./associational
building at Hardin.
First Presbyterian Church LongRange Planning meeting/6:45 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Ladies'
Guild/7 p.m.; RCIA 11/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Women's
Mission Group/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Aerobics/5:30
p.m.; Bea Walker
.Group/7 p.m, w/Jean
Byrd.
Wednesday, March 4
Fellowship breakfast for any persons
and spouses who ever attended Faxon
School/8 a.m./Green Horse Cafe,
Highway 121 North.
MurrayCountry Club ladies
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Oaks Country Club ladies bridge/9:30
a.m.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
Depression Support Group/10:30
a.m./Medical Arts building-, Suite
283W, MCCH. Info/762-1485.
Health Express of MGCH/Save-A Lot
Food Stores, Murray/8:30-11:30 a.m.
and 12:30-3 p.m.
Calloway County Public Ubrary Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Senior Golf Group/8:30 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
•
West View Nursing Home Bible
Class/10 a.m.; Cooking Time/2 p.m.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
AA closed discussion/1 1
a.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Cordelia Erwin
Circle/1:30 p.m.; Small Prayer Group/7
p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church soup
supper/6 p.m.; Lenten worship
service/7:15 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun/
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.; Adult
Education/7 p.m.

Cain's Academy
of Gymnastics

Department plans card event
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Formal Wear and Limousine

David Bottrell & Jessie Jones

March 5-8, 12-15,
19-22
Sponsored h\
International SpeLialt\ Products
Show times 8 p m , Sun 230

Tickets:
Reservations:
(502) 444-6828 $7, $8, $9
1-(888) MHT-PLAY
rpm •TDD only' 15021 575-9321
Va

SIGNED PERFORMANCE MAR 4

heelchair accessible
Ms
LA' Infra-red li.stening system r7411

Market House Theatre
141 KY Ave., Paducah

SUBSCRIBE
NO EQUITY REQUIRED

BILLS

BILLS

BILLS
CONSOLIDATE

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

$10,000 - $110/MO
to
A50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Homeowners Only

NATIONNVIDE

Holland Motor Sales
_ 1513 S. 12th St.irr.
753-4461

HMIS: lam - Spm
Leans Shoran
Budd on MN% 20 yr
Term al 12_39% APR
ORE UC 101220973
' (ADOSS)

$

$

S

MUM & BATH DESIG\S
Introduces the Pull-Out Shelf
•Custom made for existing cabinets
.Everything within reach
•Free in-home estimates
Call for more details

753-1546

— Also @visitable Custom plans for new
and remodeling kitchen and both jobs.

We proudly present
our bridal registry.
Kaylin I laverstocl & Christopher Weber
4., Hci..t:

exton & Roger Dunn

KlInkerly

1 ,•;
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Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will host its annual
benefit luncheon and card party Thursday, March 5, at noon. Various card games will be played with prizes awarded. Tickets are $7
per person. Tables will be set for those wishing to eat lunch only
and return back to work. For tickets call Jan Ochoa, 759-4154, Janet
Wallis, 489-2186, Cindy Dunn, 753-1805, Or Billie Hall, 753-7886.
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Candi Manis & David Outland

nice and Joe Hedges.

Wear Headq uarters
Complete FormalYears
In Business

-presents-

'The Drop Dead Funny Comedy"

Wednesday, March 4
First Presbyterian Church Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m.; College
Fellowship/6:45 p.m., Ash Wednesday
service/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church WWOW,
Church Conference, Youth meting,
children's music/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 pm; Youth Creative Ministries, First Place/6:30 p.m.: Team
Kid/6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive, Adult
Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Brown bag
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study/6 p.m .
Choir/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6 p.m.; prayer meeting, Mission
Friends, RAs, GAs, Youth/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible classes/7
pm.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career and Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 am.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship supper,
Youth First Place/5:30 p.m.; Youth
Pizza, Library open/6 p.m.; Children's
Choirs, Prime Time, Adult Handbells,
Prayer meeting/Bible Study/6:30 p.m.:
Sanctuary Choir/7:35 p.m.
First United Methodist ChurchCovenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Pre-School Choir,
Choristers/5 p.m.; First Wednesday
night dinner and Kids Club/5:30 p.m.;
Handbell rehearsal and Tom Turner
Prayer/6 p.m.; Singers Unlimited/6:15
p.m.; Lenten Bible Study/6:30 p.m.; Sr.
High UMYF Bible.. Study at Cat's/7
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
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Tuesday, March 3, 1998
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
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304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

116 N. Market
Paris, Ti041 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879 _

Book Limousine
Services
For Prom!

'Door Prizes
'Raffle to win FREE 6 month tuition
'Refreshments
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Due to an error Jason Sims was listed incorrectly.
We regret the error.
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Pilot pressure
drops Murray
from regional

Duke remains
No. 1; UK 7th,
Murray State
gets 80 votes
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
Duke's dramatic victory over North Carolina kept the Blue Devils No. 1 in the AP
college basketball poll Monday, while Mississippi broke into the Top Ten for the first
Lime in school history.
The next-to-last poll of the season had
Duke (27-2), which beat the Tar Heels 77-75
Saturday, easily on top for the second
straight week with 48 first-place votes and
1,724 points from the national media panel.
Arizona (26-3), which extended the nation's longest current winning streak to 19
games with a 90-58 victory over Stanford on
Saturday, held second with 20 No. 1 votes
and 1,684 points'.
Kansas (31-3), which closed the regular
season with a win at Oklahoma • State on
Sunday, switched places with North Carolina, moving into third with the other two
first-place votes and 1,580 points, 17 more
than the Tar Heels (27-3).
Those teams have held the top four positions in different orders for the last five
weeks.
Utah, Connecticut and Kentucky held
places 5-7, while Princeton Moved up one
spot to No. 8 and Purdue jumped two places
to ninth.
Mississippi (21-5) closed the regular season with wins over Arkansas and Auburn
and moved from 13th to No. 10. The Rebels
had never been ranked until last season, and
that was just for one week. They were 23rd
in the preseason poll and have been ranked
See Page 7

Defending champs
end season at 20-7
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High's Jeanne Maddox (22) takes on Fulton County's April Wilson (11) In Monday night's
opening round game of the Region 1 Tournament at Racer Arena. The Lady Pilots downed the
Lady Tigers 60-43.

The one problem that has
plagued the Murray High Lady
Tigers all season came back to
haunt them Monday night.
Slow out of the gates, the Lady
Tigers never really got started in
a disappointing 60-43 loss to Fulton County in the opening round
of the girls' Region 1 Tournament at Racer Arena.
Murray's season ended at 20-7
with the first-round exit, a year
after defeating Marshall County
in the 1997 Region 1 Tournament
championship and advancing to
the Sweet 16 for the first time
ever.
"We've battled slow starts all
season long," said Lady Tiger
head coach Rechelle Cadwell.
"Those slow starts caught up with
us tonight. We just never got it
turned around."
Fulton County (23-6) used its
quickness and defense to put
pressure on the Lady Tiger
offense.
The Lady Pilots took advantage of Murray's lackluster play
to post a 14-7 advantage at the
end of the first quarter.
Murray also played most of the

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

sorda, Nellie Fox and Willie
Wells.
In,January, the Baseball Writers Association of America
elected pitcher Don Sutton.
Doby played four seasons in
the Negro Leagues before joining
the Cleveland Indians in 1947,
only weeks after Jackie Robinson
broke baseball's color barrier.
Doby was in the majors until
1959, hitting 253 home runs with
969 RBIs while batting .283. He
won two AL homer titles. In
1978, Doby.managed the Chicago
White Sox for morethan a' halfseason.
Rule 6(c) of the Veterans Committee's voting procedures provides that a candidate, such as
Doby, can be considered for his
"overall contributions."
At age 73, and in declining
health, Doby has long been
praised for his work to promote
the game on all levels.
"Few have done more for the
game," said AL preeident Gene
Budig, who appointed Doby his
special assistant shortly after taking office. "He has contributed
so much, both
and off the
field."

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — For
more than a half-century, Larry
Doby has been heralded as the
first black player in the American
League'.
This afternoon, he might add
another honor: Hall of Famer.
The Veterans Committee was
scheduled to vote today, and
Doby, a star outfielder who later
became a manager and an executive, was a leading candidate.
Former manager Dick Williams
and longtime Pittsburgh second
baseman Bill Mazeroski also
were expected to get consideration. So were former AL president Lee MacPhail and former
commissioner Bowie Kuhn.
The 14-member veterans panel,
which .includes Ted Williams,
Stan Musial and Yogi Berra, can
elect up to four people. The committee can pick one each from
four categories — former major
leaguers, Negro Leaguers, 19th
century players and a composite
category of managers, Negro
Leaguers, executives and
umpires.
It will take 75 percent — 11
votes — for election. Last year,
the committee selected Tom La- • See Page 7

File photo

Shaquille O'Neal complained about his teammates and the referees following the Los
Angeles Lakers' 96-86 loss to the Washington Wizards Monday.

MURRAY
FULTON CO.

7

14
30 — 43
14 28 44 — 60
(43)
MURRAY
Maddox 16, Greene 7, Beane 6, Dunn 5,
Lawson 5. Moneymaker 4, Alexander, Miles,
Ray. TOTALS: FG: 15-41. Three-point: 2-7
(Dunn, Greene). FT-A: 11-17. Record: 20-7
FULTON CO. (60)
T. Smith 18, Dean 11, A. Smith 11, Crumble
8, Wilson 2, Goodman, Lane, L. Smith, War.
math, Winter Johnson. TOTALS: FG: 22-45.
Three-point: _2-4 (T. Smith, Dean). FT-A:
14-17. Record: 23-6.

first quarter without . leading
scorer Jeanne Maddox, who was
forced to the bench with two
early fouls.
Danielle Dean led the way for
Fulton County with four of her
11 points in the opening quarter.
The Lady Pilots' early advantage
would be a lead Murray would
never overcome.
"You have to give Fulton
County credit," Cadwell explained. "Defensively, they can
be in your face from start to finish. They basically took us out of
what we wanted to do. We never
could get anything going."
Fulton County continued its assault in the second quarter by going on a decisive 10-4 run.
Dean capped the scoring spurt
with a 3-pointer with 2:57 re-

Ex-Braves second baseman fields offers
The Associated Press
Mark Lemke was a playoff
constant for the better part of a
decade with the Atlanta Braves.
With less than a month left in
spring training, the 32-year-old
second baseman still doesn't have
a job.
Lemke's agent, Lonnie Cooper,
said Monday that the Boston Red
Sox made an offer, but not
enough. Boston has a void at second base because Jeff Frye suffered a season-ending knee

injury.

with the Braves.

Red Sox gen.eral manager Dan
Duquette said he offered a minorleague contract to Lemke and
Greg Gagne, the Los Angeles
Dodgers shortstop last season
who played second base for Minneseria in 1988.
"My conversations weren't
fruitful- for Mark to consider it,"
Cooper said of his talks with
Duquette.
Lemke made $2 million in
1997, the last of his 10 seasons

Duquette said he would consider trading for a second baseman, but claimed he was happy
with the candidates already in
camp — Mike Gallego, Lou Merloni and Donnie Sadler. Of the
three, only Gallego has played in
the majors and, at 37, is a parttime player.
•Merloni went 3-for-4 and Sadler 1 -for-2 in Monday's 13-8 victory over the Pittsburgh Pirates.

Murray State dropped a
three-game set to Wright State
this past weekend at Reagan
Field.
MSU (2-10) lost 5-4 and
13-12 Saturday and fell 11-7
Sunday.
In Saturday's opener, MSU
led 3-0 after one inning and 4-1
after five, but Wright State rallied for two runs in both the
sixth and seventh innings for
the win.
Eacth, team had seven hits.
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By JOSEPH WHITE
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Shaquille O'Neal bitterly
complained about his teammates and the officiating,
then invited the league to fine him.
He didn't say a word about his own missed dunk
and the bricks that passed for free-throw attempts.
O'Neal unleashed a profane locker room monologue after the slumping Los Angeles Lakers fell
96-86 to the Washington Wizards on Monday night.
Chris Webber had 31 points to lead Washington,
leaving O'Neal angry at teammates and the refs in
his second straight postgame tirade.
First, O'Neal didn't care for the fact that Rick Fox
and Eddie Ibnes were firing up quick 3-pointers.
They made four of 12.
"We've got a lot of Rex Chapman wannabes on
this team," said O'Neal, who had 28 points and 15
rebounds. "Those off-balance, one-legged, fadeaway
3s won't get it done in this league."
Then O'Neal turned his wrath on the officials. After the Lakers' back-to-back road losses at New York
and Washington, O'Neal said going home to the
Great Western Forum wouldn't make any difference.
"No, I don't get no calls there, either," O'Neal
said. "It don't matter. I' might have to break some- body's facial structure to get a call. I might have to
do that next game.
"If they don't want to get them off me, I'll get
them off myself. If they want to fine me for my comment, take double. I -don't care. Take triple."
II See Page 7

Chad Hamm and Ryan Murphy
were both 2-for-3 for the Thoroughbreds. Kurt Umbarger went
the distance on the mound,
striking out 12 while walking
only two.
Saturday's second game was
tied 5-5 after three innings, but
Wright State took an 11-5 lead
with four runs in the fourth and
two in the fifth. MSU tied the
game with six runs in the bottom of the fifth, but Wright
countered with single runs in
the sixth and seventh. MSU
added one in the bottom of the
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Lemke looking for work 'Breds drop three over weekend
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
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LADY TIGERS 43

Shaq goes off
on own team,
refs after loss-

Doby awaits vote
for spot in baseball
hall of fame today
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seventh, but came short of tying
the game again.
MSU lost despite a 17-9 hitting advantage. Chris Williams
was 4-for-4 while Robert
Weatherly and Craig Delk had
three hits each and Kirk Moore
and Chad Vrbka both had two
hits. Vrbka and Weatherly both
hornered.
On Sunday, Wright State gradually built an 11-1 lead before
MSU scored six runs in the bottom of the ninth to close the final gap to 11-7.
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BRIEFS

FROM PAGE 6

Youth Baseball itegistration March 5-7
Youth Baseball Association registration will be March 5-7 at Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods Signups March 5 and 6 will be from 3 to 6 p m and on
March 7. from 9 a m to 2 p m
The signup is for all youth ages 5-16 who want to play baseball during the
summer at the Murray-Calloway County City Park The cost is $35 for T-bail
(ages 5-6) and Park League (ages 7-8) and $40 for Mustang, Bronco Pony
and Colt Leagues (ages 9 and over)

Need Line plans golf event
Need Line's annual Golf Scramble Tournament has been scheduled for Friday, April 24. at Murray Country Club. A shot-gun start
for the four-person team scramble will be at 1 p.m. The entry fee
will be $40 per person which includes green fee and cart. All proceeds will go to benefit the Murray-Calloway County Need Line.
Sponsorships are available for $30. For more information call Kathie
Gentry at the Need Line office at 753-6333.

SCOREBOARD
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Monday's Girls' GSM..
let Region
Graves Co. 58.-Reidland 39
liturrai
l43
CO
60.
Fulton
ion
2nd
Henderson Co. 60, Ca wet Co. 38
Hopkinton* 59, Madisorivile-North Hopkins 54
3rd Region
Bunt{ Co 66, Trinity Whilesyllis 441
Owensboro Apollo 59. McLean County 42
4th Region
MOnr041 CO. 55, Warren Central 51
Barren Co 73. Franklin-Simpson 36
5th Ftegion
Central Hardin 50, Taylot Co. 46
Washington Co. 61. Cavema 60
8th Region
&AM East 55, Henry Co. 53, OT
South Oldham 56, Scott Co. 41
9th Region
Boone County 70, Newport 25
Covington Holy Cross 52. Dias Heights 39
12th Region
Boyle County 67, Mercer County 63
Monticello 47, Pulaski Co. 41
13th Region
Harlan 46, Clay Co. 41
Mddiesboro 75, Corbin 59
14th Region
Hazard 77, June Buchanan 35
Whitesburg 91, Crivskry County 27
15th Region
Belfry 50, Shelby Valley 44
Alen Central 63, Sheldon Ciark 46

753-8355

AN Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct GB
W L
41 18 695 Marro
33 23 589 84
New York
33 26 559 8
Now Jersey
30 29 508 11
Washington
29 29 500 11'.4
Orlando
28 30 483 12'./i
Boston
19 37 339 207,
Philadelphia
Central Division
43 16 .729
Chicago
40 17 .702 2
Indiana
35 23 603 7'4
Charlotte
34 24 586 8i/i
Atlanta
31 27 .534 11'N
Ckrieland
28 29 .500 13,4
MOiaiikes
27 31 .466 154
Detroit
13 43 .232 284
Toronto
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct GB
39 16 .708 Utah
40 18 .,.690
San Antonio
31 26 .544'--9
kAnnesota
28 29 .491 12
Houston
14 43 246 26
Vancouver
11 47 190 294
Dallas
5 53 086 35'h
Denver
Pacific Division
44 13 772 Seanle
.39 18 684 5
LA takers
38 19 667 6
Phoenix
31 24 .579 11
Portland
24 36 .400 2155
Sacramento
12 45 211 32
L.A. Clippers
12 46 207 32.4
Golden State

FROM PAGE 6
In other NBA games, it was
Charlotte 112, Golden State 83;
Detroit 100, Dallas 94; and San
Antonio 116, Sacramento 95.
An ongoing problem for
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O'Neal is that he has trouble with
free throws when he gets them.
He was 4-for-9, keeping him
under 50 percent for the season.
Washington was deliberately
fouling him to force him to the
line in the waning minutes.
The Lakers, the NBA's worst
free-throw shooting team, were
just 12-for-22 from the line. The
Wizards were 25-for-29.
O'Neal also missed a dunk in
the first quarter and several more
close-in shots throughout the
game. He had five turnovers, and
his flagrant foul of Webber late
in the fourth quarter put a symbolic end to the Lakers' hopes.
The victory put the Wizards
above the .500 mark and into
ninth place in the Eastern Conference. Washington recovered after
its worst loss of the season, a
103-77 drubbing by Dallas on Saturday, to improve to 3-3 with
one game to go in its longest
homestand of the season.
Kobe Bryant, playing with an
ear infection, tied a season-low
with four points for Los Angeles.
Eddie Jones had 19 points and a
season-high 41 rebounds as the
Lakers, who were without injured

every week this season.
Stanford dropped three spots to
lead the Second Ten and was followed by Michigan State, Texas
Christian, Cincinnati, South Carolina, Arkansas, Michigan, Illinois, UCLA and New Mexico.
The last five teams were Maryland, Syracuse, West Virginia,
Temple and Oklahoma State.
The No. 13 ranking is the highest for Texas Christian since the
Horned Frogs were 12th in the
poll released Jan. 22, 1952.
Maryland (18-9), the thirdplace team in the Atlantic Coast
Conference behind Duke and
North Carolina, re-entered the
rankings after a one-week absence. The Terrapins have won
three straight games, the last an
83-66 non-conference victory
over Temple on Saturday.

II Shag...
point guard Nick Van Exel and
lost for the sixth time in 11
games.
Calbert Cheaney had-21 points
and eight rebounds, while Rod
Strickland had 19 points, eight
assists and six rebounds for
Washington.

SUBSCRIBE

Massachusetts (20-9), which
lost 74-66 at Temple on Sunday
after losing in double overtime at
St. Bonaventure earlier in the
week, fell out of the rankings after a four-week run that saw the
Minutemen get as high as No. 18.
Two Big Ten teams -- Michigan and Illinois - made the
week's biggest jumps, each improving four places. The Wolverines went from 21st to No. 17
with wins over Penn State and
Wisconsin. Illinois moved from
22nd to No. 18 with a road victory over Indiana.
Three teams dropped four
places this week:. Arkansas, New
Mexico and West Virginia.
Arkansas went from 12th to
No. 16 after losses at Mississippi
and Alabama. New Mexico fell
from 16th to No. 20 after falling
to Brigham Young to end the nation's second-longest home winning streak and at Utah.

Scenic Blood River Area On Ky. Lake

Taking Reservations
For
1998 Slip Rentals

MINIMUM

500

our kids
very proud
and the effort the)'te put torth
this season. A 20-7 record is nothing to he ashamed of.- Cadwell
added.
Fulton County now at11.aflt:Ck
to Friday night's semitimil round
to lace Graves County
58-39 winner mei- Reidlaild ill
Monday's first game.
Tonight's action will pit Lone
Oak (18-8) against Fulton Citv
(21-7) in the first game followed
by Marshall County 126-2
Ballard Memorial 1 I -14i in the
late contest.
According to Cad. ell,
County has a chant:e to [HA;
some noise in the tournain,ili
"They're 'a- very good hasi.L-tball team," she noted. "I evpc,.t
them to really be a factor ,.0f:1;
Friday and Saturday."

1.394

If Cooperstown comes calling
for Williams, he won't be far
away. The committee, which includes his former teammate, Pee
Wee Reese, and general manager
Buzzie Bavasi, is meeting just a
few miles from the New York
Yankees' spring training complex, where the 68-year-old Williams is a special adviser.
"I'm staying away," Williams
said. !`Tbat:s fQr, arena to
decide."
Williams has gotten support in
the past. And with the Veterans
Committee picking managers Earl
Weaver and Lasorda in the last
to years, Williams hopes it's
now his turn.
"When Earl made it, I thought
I had a good chance," he said.
"Then when Tommy macie it, I
thought I had a very good chance.
They both deserved it, in my

mind. I'm thrilled they went :n
But I'd put my numbers up tliet,.
with both of them."
;
Weaver was 1,480-1,060
with Baltimore. His Orioles finished first six times and went
in ale World Series.
Lasorda was 1,599-1,439
(.526), all with Los Angeles. His
Dodgers finished first seven
times and went 2-2 in the Series.

24 flour
Service
We're *1
when it comes to

TOWING...
It's our job
to keep you

GOING!

McClard's
TOWING

AFTER SCHOOL'S NEVER
BEEN SO MUCH FUN!
CALL THE YMCA AT 753-4295
-11.1)).

12
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MOVIE

207S.7th St.•Murray

753-9132
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YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

3 Year/50,000
Mile Warranty
Complete Long Blocks

Call 436-2525 or
come by & visit us.
Hwy. 94 E to Duncan's
Market, right off 732, follow
signs to Irvin Cobb Marina.

TERMS

Ne'd,(41,

Joint Commission

40' Uncovered
50' & 60' Covered
Elec./Water/Cable TV Hookups
Pontoon Slips Up To 28'

As low as $859
Financing available as low
as $29 per month.

I) &

Auto

Parts

512 S. 12th st.
75; 45h I

CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

I2-MONTH

Despite the loss, Cadwell
praised the efforts of ,her squad

tIIi

Hundreds of sizes available.
.; All remanufactured to new
condition.

Investment Rates

Loci

1

HEADQUARTERS

Houseboat Slips
Now Available

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

The top 25 teams in The Associated Press' men's
basketbal poll, with first-place votes In parentheses,
records through March 1. total points based on 25
points tor a firm-place vote through one point tor a
250-place vote, and pretrioue ranking:
Record
Pt* Poe
I Duke (48)
27-2 1,721 1
2. Anzona (20)
26-3 1.684 2
3. Kansas (2)
31-3 1.580 4
4. North Carolna
27-3 1.563 3
5. Utah
25-2 1.402 5
6. Connection
26-4
6
7. Kentucky
26-4 1,311 7
8. Princeton
25-1 1.220 9
24-6 1,107 11
9, Purdue
10. Missisopp
21-5 1,071 13
11. Stanfoid
24-4 1.010 8
12. Michigan St.
20-6
983 10
13. Texas Christen
26-4
944 15
_.14. Cincinnati
23-5' 852 17
15. South Caroina
21-6
797 14
16. Arkansas
22-7
606 12
17. Michigan
21-8
515 21
18 Illnois
21-8
501 22
19. UCLA
21-7
430 18
20. New Mexico
21-6
413 16
18-9
292 21. Maryland
22. Syracuse
22-7
237 23
23. West 1Argiwa
22-7
212 19
24. Terrpie
20-7
189 24
25. Oklahoma St,
21-5
181 25
Others receiving votes: Massachusimilt 165, MURRAY ST. 80, Rhode Island 57, St John's 54. Xavier
46. Tennessee 35. N. Carolina St 23. Detroit 12,
George Washington 10. Clemson 9, lanais SIB, Ball
St. 7. Coll. ol Charleston 4. lowa 4, Long Island U. 4,
N.C. Charlotte 4, Pacific 3, Mani 2, Coppin St. 1,
Gonzaga 1. Ill.-Chicago I, lone I. Utah St. I.

your
MARSHALL
ENGINE

MARINA

outscoring Murray 14-8 in the final six minutes to post the
victory.
Taira Smith led all scorers with
18 points while Dean and Annie
Smith contributed II each. Turner followed with 10 as Fultorr
County hit 22 of 45 shots from
the field. The Lady Pilots also
connected on 14 of 17 free shots.
Jeanne Maddox led the Lady
Tigers with 16 points. Greene and
LaCosta Beane followed with seven and six points respectively
Ashley Dunn and Lindsay Lawson added five apiece.
Murray was just I5-of-41 from
the floor, including a 2-of-7 performance from 3-point range.
They connected on 11 of 17 free
throws.

FROM PAGE 6
AP TOP 25

NBA STANDINGS

High School Basketball

MAHDri

•Doby...

FROM PAGE 6

'Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

maining in the first half to give
the Lady Pilots a commanding
24-11 lead.
Fulton County's defense also
held the Lady Tigers scoreless for
the first four minixes of the quarter. Murray hit just 5 of 16 shas
in the first half as the Lady Pilots
held a 28-14 lead at the half.
Cadwell said the Lady Tigers'
scoreless stretch was a key in the
game.
"Their quickness is second to
none," said Cadwell. "Their
quickness allows them to put so
much pressure on you. And when
you don't score, it makes it that
much worse. It's very hard to
slow them down."
The Lady Pilots pounced on
the Lady Tigers again early in the
second half, jumping out to their

biggest lead of the night at 18
(36-18) with 3:32 to go in the
third quarter.
Lavetta Crumble started the
second half scoring with a pair of
layups. She was followed by two
free throws from Taira Smith and
a layup from - Jamie Turner as
'Fulton County led 44-30 entering
the fourth quarter.
Murray showed some life early
in the final period as Becky
Greene opened the scoring with a
3-point basket to cut the Lady Pilot lead to 44-33.
The Lady Tigers had a chance
to cut the lead to single digits,
but Fulton County spoiled any
comeback attempt by taking
nearly a minute off the clock before Turner knifed her way to the
basket for a layup and a 46-33
advantage at the 6:51 mark.
The Lady Pilots wcnt on to

II Duke...

Sponsored By:

David Kin
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When you leave the hospital to go home, you feel better,
don't you?
Being at home gives you more choices. One of those choices
is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland because of nearly 15 years of
experience in home health equipment. There is no substitute
for professional experience,and Holland is accredited by the
Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.
No matter which hospital you use, or which doctor you see,
you still have a choice for home health equipment. Holland is
one of your choices.
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CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

4.20% 4.70% 4.75% 4.75%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

4.24% 4.76% 4.81% 4.81%

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
4 Fed...Swings Salk

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

Your Number One Choice.

Holland Medical Equipment.,,74zicaeise,a.40.›.
MURRAY
PADUCAH
42071
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
905 Arcadia Circle •
502-753-1-165
502-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947
1011 Free: 1 S00.221 411-,
•
Certified Blue Cross ."

Blue Shield

participating

supplier. Ask

Us

thout

a

accepting Medici-1r , 3ssIgn
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY

MARCH 3
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) F1ATES
Di.pLiv
$6.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Rua, 6096 Discount 3rd Run
tAll 3 Ass Maas Raw ialahat 6 Day Pase
$2 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide
Reader Ads
304 pe, word Ss 010 mirumum In day 6s pa word pa day for each additions, consecuL*c de,
SZ 0IU ciui tor Shopper(Tam Classifieds go Imo Shopping Guide )S2.00 extra for blind nos ads
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1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
Insurance is now
standarised in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to $764 in 1995.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE

AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
"our 35th year of 'emelt"

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981
AVON- I am here lor all
your Avon needs. Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or lust want to
look through a book to see
what Avon otters; give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya. ind/s1s/rep.
BIBLE Message 759-5177

Tanya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Just Say "Charge It"

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
CALORAD all natural liquid
protein. Lose weight while
you sleep and/ or become a
distributor! Call Ella Hinkle
Jones, 502-328-8388.
DIET Are you tired of being
overweight and feeling tired
all the time? I can help you
to look and feel better. Call
Julio 759-4191. Herbalife
Independent Distributor.
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse. 753.0700.
RELOCATING MARCH 1
Shirley Morton & Helen
Jones moving to Roffler
Family Hair Care, Hwy 121
North by Tuckers TV.
Phone 753-8909
SPECIAL LP Gas Refills,
20Ib cyl. $4.95, 100lb cyl.
$27.95, 1COlb tanks $40.00
each w/ad. B&B Brokers,
701 S. 12th St. 753-4389

MURRAY CITY SCHOOLS
PARENTS FORUM
ALL PARENTS are invited to attend a meeting about the Alternate
School Calendar on Thursday,
March 5, at 7 p.m. at Murray High
School in the Cafeteria.

+ AMERICAN ARCHIVES
PC Computer Maintenance - Computer
Upgrades - Add Memory - Hard
Drives - CD Rom Drives

Put your records
on CD-ROM
Photos, Insured Valuables,
Inventories, Genealogy
Files, Data Of All Types
Murray, KY
Low Cost
Phone: 502-7594678
+
Fax: 502-759-8678

Lose inches while you
sleep. With all natural

(CALORAD®)
No diets • No exercise
• No side effects
For more information call
502-753-1132 or
1-800-230-1182 ext. 01

CALOR
(New Local 0.ffice)

Would you like to lose
weight while you
sleep?
Call or come by tar details

(502) 753-9911
9307 etate,Routs 94 East

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of caret
CALE IS TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, NIurray, KY

Ad Deadlines

Deadline
Day & Time

Publish Day
Monday
_
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. 11
Frl. 3
Mon.3
Tues. 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 3

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

VISA

Help
Notice

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 10 5.
Nice consignment clothing
$1.00 Buys mens, *omens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.
WEAPONS Classes: Ladies month in March- Special Discount Will teach
classes in classroom or
your home 527-0937.

ROOMMATE Wanted.
Very low utility. $225 a
Call
month.
(502)759-4389
ROOMMATE wanted to
share 3br completely furnished, country home appros 10 minutes from Murray. $335/mo, $250 deposit All Utilities paid. No
indoor pets Call 753-8940.
050

Lost
And Found
DOG FOUND at McDonald's on 2-25-98. Male,
yellow, young, mixed
breed, no collar. Taken to
Animal Shelter. Call
759-4141.
LOST in Spring Creek
Oaks Subdivision: Blonde
Cocker Spaniel, wearing
collar with wrong information. Answers to Kibby. Call
with any information
753-0122.
LOST: long haired male
cat, white with dark face.
Blue eyes & blue collar.
753-1402

Hill

III:,

0d tieg.e*
.
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Vt9at
it:, Food
Market
ENERGETIC & outgoing
person to work & grow with
us in our new garden center
facilities Plant knowledge
is useful but not required
Must be willing to work long
hours & weekends. Positions available include;
cashiers, sales people &
plant care specialists
Apply in person at Rolling
Hills Nursery located 3860
US Hwy 641 N, Murray
EXPERIENCED and apprentice duct installers
needed for local heat/ air
business. Please stop by
802 Chestnut Street to
apply.
FIRST AMERICAN CASH
ADVANCE has an immediate opening for a quality
individual to manage our
check cashing outlet in
Murray. We are looking for
an individual who is self
motivated, organized, and
disciplined. Sales, collections, finance or management experience a plus.
We offer a serious opportunity for advancement No
limit on earning potential.
Starting salary from
$14,500-$16,500 plus bonus incentives, depending
on experience. Health benefits package included.
Please apply in person:
Olympic Shopping Center
Murray, KY.

FROGGY 103.7 FM, the
hottest new country radio
station in the region, is looking for energetic, self moti060
vated sales professionals.
Hp
If you fit this description,
Wanted
send us a resume today to:
AVON- $8-$20/hr. No door PO Box 1707, Murray, KY
to door. Easy methods! 42071 or fax to
Quick Cash! 'Bonuses* (502)753-9434. EOE.
1-800-296-0139 ind/sIs/ HELP Wanted: Number of
rep.
hours depending upon exAVON $$ exciting career perience. General knowopportunity! Join the *1 ledge of plumbing, electricosmetics team. Toll tree cal, tarpentry, some mow1-888-669-6820 ind/sIs/ ing & trimming Apply in
person at Bradley Book
rep.
Company, 753-8767.
BARMAIDS, DANCERS
wanted! Tired of the rest? MENTAL HEALTH- CliniNow try the best club to cal Psychologist, Licensed
work for. Goldfingers- Clinical Social Workers and
Paris' Newest Club. other master's level posi901-642-0912. $500+ tions in Counseling, psychology, social work, comweekly.
munications or related
BUSINESS Director- Glen- fields. Full-time and partdale Place Retirement time positions available in
Community is seeking an Calloway, Marshall,
experienced professional McCracken, Graves and
in business management. surrounding counties to
Experience in retirement provide individual services
housing preferred. Duties primarily to a geriatric poinclude cash collection, pulation Good pay and
billing, AP/AR coding, pay- benefits available Send reroll processing, budgeting, sume to Senior Health Misplus secretarial experience sion, PO Box 61, Murray,
KY 42071
using MS Word/ Excel
Heart for seniors a priority. MICHELSON'S Jewelers is
Competitive salary, bene- seeking a mature individual
fits and significant growth to work in Murray store
opportunityavailable Send, Schedule flexibility is a
resume to: Glendale Place must Benefits available,
Retirement Community, Apply in person at Michel905 Glendale Road, Mur- son's, Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray. KY
ray, KY 42071
42071
Hills
CHEROKEE
Steakhouse- Food Service NETWORK CABLING
Personnel Needed, Now in- TECHNICIAN Well estabterviewing for the following lished, high profile cable
positions Bartender, company is seeking hard
cooks, host, dishwasher, working & highly motivated
individuals with a desire to
server, prep cooks
Searching for friendly learn the exciting field of
energetic people to join our data & voice wiring $6 50
team Opening soon! For per hour & up, depending
an appointment call upon experience Benefits
502-436-5566 between available Must have at
9am-5pm
least 2 years of general
work experience & a high
COLORTYME now hiring
school diploma Fax remanager trainee's and en
try level positions Must be sumes to (502)436-5746 or
enthusiastic and self moti- call 888-436-5446 Drug
Free Workplace
vated Must be able to lift
100Ibs Apply at 408 N 12th
NEW diner opening soon
St No phone calls please
Apply for servers & for
EOE
kitchen Leave message at
753-FOOD
Dependable waitresses
and kitchen help wanted at
NO EXPERIENCE $500
Cypress Springs Resort
TO $900 WEEKLY/ PO
Call for appointment TENTIAL PROCESSING
502 436 5496
MORTGAGE REFUNDS
HOURS
DOWNSIZED & OUT!!! OWN
1 800 701 9365 EXT 1209
Expanding corporation
seeks 1 or 2 salespeople to
NOW hiring maintenance
call on commercial and inworkers. Future's Golf
dustrial accounts Must be
Club Contact Dennis Col
able to open new business, lins 901 247 3264 for
and maintain existing ac
appointment
counts Strong repeat busi
nessl No overnight travel(
Creative and innovative
sales ideas a plus Re- PART-time cleaners Must
sume MME PO Box
be available weekends $8
€ 05 70 Nashville TN
per hour Paradise ft' :t!
436 2767
37206

Help
Wanted

Wasted

Wonted

PAINTERS Black's Decor- SPORTSMAN'S ANCHOR
ating Center Of Murray. KY RESORT & MARINA hiring
is recruiting for exper- for 1998 Season as follows:
ienced painters $9 00 per RESORT- Grounds Mainhour to start with opportuni- tenance, part-bme, 2 or 4
ties for advancement and days a week must be able
benefits Affordable group to work weekends and holihealth insurance availabie. days and in a good physical
Interested persons should health. Housekeeper: Fullleave voice mail message time able to work weekends
by calling 502-759-8609. and holidays. MARINA:
Recruiting will run through Outside dock person,
5:00pm Tuesday, March knowledgeable about
17, 1998. No walk-in appli- boats and fishing, part-time
cations accepted Equal 3 to 5 days with rotating
shifts, must be able to work
Opportunity Employer.
weekends and holidays
SALES- CEMETERY Be and in good physical
one of the highest paid in health. Store Clerk: familiar
America Call 11am 4pm, with office machines, some
boat and fishing knowledge
Mon-Sat, 753-2971
helpful, part-time 3 to 5
SECRETARY/ Office As- days a week with rotating
sistant in Murray. Know- shift, must be able to work
ledgeable in Word Perfect weekends and holidays.
& other computer skills. 33 Call weekdays only behours to start, becoming tween 9:00 to 4:00 for interfull-time within 60 days
view and job. application
Please send resume to PO 354-6568.
Box 8506, Paducah, KY
TEMPORARY phone can42002. EOE.
vassers for the Murray City
SECRETARY/ Assistant Directory. Flexible hours
for doctor's office. Must working out of your home.
have good clerical skills Must be in local calling
Reply (including your
and excellent personality area.
to: City Difor dealing with people. Ex- phone number)
1716 Calloway
perience helpful, but will rectory,
KY 42071.
train qualified person. Ave, Murray,
Apply at Heskett Chiropractic, 1703 121 N Bypass,
Murray Mon-Fri between
8am-5pm

WAITRESSES and
Dancers wanted Doll
House Cafe,$500+ weekly
901-642-4297.

WANTED 10 people who
want to lose weight, feel
great & make money. New
patented weighloss dietary
$upplement
50 2 - 36 2 - 9 7 7 2 ,
1-888-351-9772.
WANTED: Dependable
honest person part-time.
Busy lottery store_ Apply at
Check Mart in Hazel
WANTED people with
passion, people with
heart and people who
care. Have you ever
wished you could work with
a professional company
with professional people,
doing professional things in
a professional way? Well
now you can! We are Martial Arts America and we
change lives of people by
unleashing their potentials.
We are looking for help,
people with a mission. No
experience is necessary
because we will teach you
all you need to know But
you had better call fast
because we are on a fast
track and we are looking for
runners. Martial Arts
America, (502)753-6111
WANTED: Tutor for 7 year
old boy in Fast Track Reading. Kit furnished. Call
492-8987 or 753-3001.
070
Domestic
& Childcare

YARD SIGNS
Custom Designed In Shape of KY.
House Of 911 # in 4 white
vinyl lettering. Will deliver.
Coll & order today
$25

Stahler's Custom Welding
dgivatimmommi

On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from

11

Jonathan Creek Bridge

,Opening for Season
Friday March 6th
111Hours: Mon-Sat. 4-9 p.m.

1

Sunday 11:30-8 p.m.

354-6521

McKnight 6 Sons
Sawmill
Now Buying Standing
Timber & Logs
Call 753-5305
or 753-9351
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY br 3 b 4 extremely talented
& successful r home closers

$45,000 + Per Year
Maier tenehis Company supplied pre set appontrneris
No credit refusals Company rsuning Hours worked
days it evenings

Call if you are serious
about a career & are ring b wont 1141 TIRED OF INTER
VIEWING pecpie who only wan b earn $300-$400 per week
aid the don1 want to PlOrk CO between 11-4 Mon Sat

Fug-Time On

• Must Be 25 • 753-3261

Full-Time Respiratory Therapy
Positions Open
Registered, certified or eligible. TN licenses.
8 and 10 hour shifts available for evenings.
Experience preferred, pay commensurate
with experience and other certifications.
Excellent benefits package.
'Apply in person at

Henry County Medical Center
or mail resume to
P.O. Box 1030 Paris, TN
Attention Human Resources

CHURCH SECRETARY
Part time - 30 hours per week. MondayFriday. Prepare newsletter and bulletin,
perforrn routine office duties,some computer skills helpful. Pickup application
and drop off resumes at
First Christian Church
111 North 5th, Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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OPENING FOR MOTOR
ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record and
have own vehicle insurance.
Six days per week per week delivery of Ledger & Times.
Earn $11,000-$16,000 or more per year.
Ifinterested contact Jeff Duncan,Circulation Manager at
the Murray Ledger & Times and complete a application.
No phone calls please.

Local Company Now Accepting
Applications For Customer Service
Representative Position
Applicant should possess advanced communication and organizational skills. Position
includes telephone sales to established and
prospective accounts. Will train with necessary computer skills.
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CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553.

Pickup application and drop off resumes at

Sic

English Farms Inc.

Sc
an

CLEANING houses & offices. 753-1016.

511 North 10th St.
Murray, KY 42071

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning. Call Lori
474-8340.

Dinner Bell Restaurant

3 CE1

ANTI(
dress
w/pea
Worn
759-9
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Nodes
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STATE Certified child care.
Small home environment,
large play yard and preschool. References. Call
Melinda 759-3176.
VERY loving, honest, and
trustworthy care giver. Will
care for the elderly. Experienced, well trained, responsible with references.
Ask for Annette or leave
message, 474-9865.
WHITE Glove House
Cleaning Service. Retired
military wives wanting to
dean your home or busiToni
ness. Call
901-822-5803 or Janie
901-822-6285.

Business
, Opportunity
FOR Rent: Approx
1700sq. ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space. 12th & Story street,
Murray. 12ft overhead
door. Contact Nathan at
502-575-6200.
PROTEL PAYPHONE
RTE. 45 High Traffic Loc.'s
$12.5k. Earn $100k/yr
(800)519-3201.

CO

An Equal Opportunity Employer

"APPLICATION FOR
FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT'
FORM MI BE DISTRI8UTED TO RESIDENTS OF
ikCRACXEN, CALLOWAY & SURROUNDING COUNTIE&
YOU MAY NOW ENROLL IN A STATE NATIONAL
TRAINING SERVICE PROGRAM TO TRAIN
FOR FEDERAL & STATE EMPLOY14ENT ELGIBLITY IN
LAW ENFORCEMENT & GENERAL CLERICAL
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With Starting Pay a Up To:"14 -'20 per hr.
• GREAT BENEFITS • JOB SECURITY
QED training provided
If needed
Government Provides
on the Job Training

If you have experience
or higher education,
you may be eligibie for
higher Par ratings

STATE NATIONAL TRAINING SERVICE, INC.
90 MINUTE ORIENTATION - $5 FEE
Al.

RACERS INN Nay 121 N, Exit 24, layNeW
Tuesday, March 10th ONLY!
12:00 Noon or 6:00 p.m.

Absolutely No Phone Calls or Late Arrivals
Lintitod Sooting

ering Per,

No Children

1410
Want*
To Buy
CASH for G.I. Joe toys, old
or new 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques. We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633.
WANTED Cash in on your
iunk cars & trucks Dead or
haul
We
Alive!
901-247-6082
WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867
WANT to buy old western
saddle Call 759-9215 ask
for Ellen Leave message if
no one answers

•
- WANTED.
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIANS
and PARTS COUNTER EMPLOYEES
The Peppers Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac and Toyota has openings for experienced
automotive technicians. The ideal candidates will be experienced with all car lines in
auto diagnostics, drivability, air conditioning, brakes, engines, and general maintenance. Must have own hand tools. The ideal
candidate will be ASE certified; but we will
consider a technician who wants to become
ASE certified and is willing to expend the
effort necessary to become certified. Each
applicant will be considered, regardless of
experience. We have factory, home study,
and on-the-job training.

fi

We are also accepting applications for qualified Parts Counter Employees.The successful candidate must be knowledgeable in GM
and/or Toyota parts.
Your work schedule is 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday.

1996 DODGE Ram 3500
diesel 4X4 loaded
$28,500 1996 5500 JD
with M F D, loader, buck
ets, forks, $26,000 12ft MF
disc, $600 (4) 16" J D
plow, $400/all (8) Tobacco
wagons $275/ea 1997 40ft
gooseneck trailer, 20,000lb
axles, $6,500 10ft house
bushhog, $800 7ft shred
der bushhog, $600 2 row
tobacco setter, $100
300gal electric boom
sprayer. PTO belt pump,
$1 000 759 5286

We offer competitive compensation based on
experience, paid training, six paid holidays,
paid vacations, life and hospitalization insurance, company paid uniforms, 401(k)
plan, and more.
For the technician apply in person to.

Peppers
Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Toyota

Terry Mooney, Service Manager
For the parts counterperson apply by
submitting resume to:

Peppers
Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Toyota
Attn: Parts Marfiager

••••••
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3 AKC Lab pups,$90/ea 4
3 Point farm implements
best offer 1- Reg Arabian
gelding, $950 1- Quarter
horse gelding $900 (Spir
ited but gentle to ride)
489-2333

111.111••••
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SOLID oak table 6 chairs
excellent condition
753 8257
SPRING Break condo 2BR
sleeps 8 Orlando next to
Disney 4 12 19 Gold
Crown Resort. $850
753-2861 nights 762 2691
days

dryer
3 CEMETERY plots in Me- WASHER ,
Call
morial Gardens Call $19 95, week
502-753-5263
or 753-4663
50 2 7 5 3 7 90 3
'discountedANTIOUE white wedding
dress train, & veil Laced
wipearls, size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 400
BED, dresser, chest, table,
$100. Lg up right air compressor, 5 horse, 3 phase
$800. 489-2093.

WATER FILTRATION
Great news' You can have
high quality drinking water
for as low as 3e per gallon
Call 753-0967 for a free in
home trial
160
Home
Furnishings

MATTRESSES. Smith
Mattress Factory,
502-851-3160, Symsonia,
KY.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.

190

1BR available now, stove
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

SHARE new dupe'. w,th 2
college students VtIaSher &
dryer Reasonate rent
Call 753 4948

641 Storage
All Sizes

1BR Diuguid Dr. nwr Call
Coleman Realty 7519898

VERY nice 2b I
baths
Townhouse Appl ances
furnished w/washer &
dryer. $500,mo lyr lease,
1 mo deposit No pets
753-2905 753-7536

Available

Sports
Equipmeal
FAST Track exerctse ma
chine Excellent condition
$100 Call 767-0068
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
NORDIC Track Pro. $300
753-9475

Firewood
FIREWOOD, $25 a rick i
picked up, $30 delivered
Minimum two rick
753-4980

SEASONED firewood
Hickory, oak, walnut, etc
Split $25 u/pickup.
753-7122 leave message,
after 5pm.
240
Miscellaneous
REPO Buildings. Due to the
Florida tornadoes, factory
has 2 archstyle buildings
for immediate sale. 140x64 never erected, will
take balance owed. Call Bill
1-800-581-5843.
270
Mobile
Homes For Sal.
12X56 2BR, 1 bath, new
carpet, w/d Must sell
437-4171

Farm
Equipment
FOR Sale: 1 acre tobacco
base. Super C Farmall tractor & accessories. Want to
rent pasture land- Eastside.
753-9075.

113

* SPECIAL DEAL *
Announcing that

Eastside Boat & Mini Storage
now has all new metal buildings ready for use.
Sign a 6 month lease and get 1 month FREE.
Special rates available on our large 11' x 30' units
and 5' x 10 units.
Conveniently located on your way tct the lake.
(Next b Cherokee Tracing Post)

at

6600 JOHN Deere corn
time with 16ft flex header
$6.500 492-8516

FIREWOOD, $35/ rick delivered. 435-4460.

HEAVY Duty Whirlpool
DESIGNER wedding gown washing machine. King
with matching headpiece, size soft side waterbed.
White, size 8, puff sleeves: 753-6437.
Full skirt with short train;
Beaded bodice with lace. ROCKER recliner, excelAlso have white satin lent condition. Looks new
pumps- size 8. $525 for 759-5377, ask for Dave
all--- Call (502)527-3083
1130
after 5pm.
Lawn
GRASSHOPPER lawn
Garden
mower, 48"cut, 16hp. Also,
4 female Rat Terrier pups NOMA riding mower, 12hp,
382-2179.
39inch cut. 753-5499 after
2pm.
JOIN hundreds of successful losers! Drop 10Ibs in SMALL Engine Repair. Get
2wks guaranteed. Safe & your mower & tiller ready
effective, doctor recom- for summer. Call 753-0260.
mended. 502-674-5710.

=Nor

Apartments
For Rent

200

Call 753-8848 or 753-1778
For .Rale Information

14X56 ATLANTIC, furnished. Call 753-9345
1981 14X70, 2br, 2 bath,
central gas h/a, new dishwasher, partly furnished,
underpinning & deck. Excellent condition. Must see
to appreciate. 753-4487.
1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br, 2 baths, appliances,
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning. Extra
nice. 753-9866.
1986 14X80 CAVALIER
3br, 2 bath, all appliances
included, new carpet, central h/a. Must see!
502-489-2209.
1993 2BR, 2 bath, 14X70
Nice. Mon-Fri 345-2366.
2BR 10X55, living room
extension makes living
room 17X14. $800
489-2835.

Si
MOBILE office full bath with
a Are You Looking For Security? 0 shower,
heat &
septic
0
0
„Are you in need of a place to store your holding tank,air,16X32.

l

need to look any
you need!
what
have
we
further
—
tl
Rates
Low
Gate
•
Security
0
7 valuables? There's no
5,

0
0
Call Today At
8
0
0
WAREHOUSES
0 KEY MINI

1.

0 1850 State Route 121 South, Murray, KY 42071 0
753-5562
0
,t4g

**********•4,
* OFFICE SPACE •
*For rent. Different size•
t
suites available. •
*
*

ire

Walnut Plaza,
104 N. 5th

•
•

753-8302 or
*
i
753-9621
*
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• Electronic Filing •
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PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
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206 S. 6th

753-8107

502-753-1651 or after
hours 759-1894
YOU will not believe this!
1982 14X70 2br, 2 bath,
walk-in closets, remodeled
and redecorated. Stove &
refrigerator with large new
deck on rented lot.
$11,300. Price includes
storage
shed.
931-232-3066 days or
931-232-7831 nights.

2$0
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR trailer. No pets. References needed. Call
753-9866.
RENT to own: 14X80, 2br,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Park. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
285
Maas
Home Lots For Rent
4 ACRE lot for RV's o
mobile home north of Murray. 492-6159.
COACH Estates/ Fox Meadows manufactured home
community. Exclusive residential neighborhood with
city police/ fire protection.
$95/rno includes city water/
sewer/ trash pick-up. South
16th at Canterbury.
753-3855.
300
Business
Rentals
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Bustle Sawmill
Now Buying Standing
Timber and Cut Logs

alas.1M

1-888-584-5229
1-9014841177
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OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753 4509, 752-6612
RESTAURANT, retail or office space, indoor garden,
10' ceilings, a lot of glass
and openness, gas heat up
to 3500 sq ft Century 21
753-1492 or 753-6079

320
Apartments
For Rent
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS
Very nice 1 & 2br apartments in Farmington (11
miles for Murray). Central
h/a, w/d, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher provided Water & trash pick-up included No pets References required Available
March 1st. Starts at
$315/mo. 762-4483
8am-4pm or 345-2748 after
5pm.
1BR, I bath apartment, all
appliances, located in University Heights Call MurCal Realty, 153-4444.

TIMES

434

Farm
1
-illaMmull

Appliances

BROTHER Intellfax 640,
tax machine, $250
753-6747

LEDGER &

320
Ankles
FOI Sole

2 PIECE living room group
$15/week Call 753-4663

f-

1BR furnished apartment
Utilities included $300dmo
Deposit
4342
536
required
1BR furnished apt
$225/mo plus deposit No
pets 753-3139
1BR new stove & refrigerator, wid $270 1 or 2br
furnished, $255 Deposit,
no pets, downtown Water
furnished 753-4937 8-5,
M-F
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray Equal Opportunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109
2BR, 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup,
$475/mo, lyr lease, 1
month deposit. No pets,
753-2905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 1 bath, central h/a,
appliances, w/d. Coleman
RE, 759-4118.
2BR, appliances furnished
including w/d, electric h/a,
all hardwood floors. No
pets, lyr lease, 1 mo deposit. Call 753-0661 after
4pm.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
2BR, duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up. Coleman RE 753-9898.
2BR duplex, 14 bath, all
appliances. 1551-B, Martin
Heights, $500/mo plus deposit. 753-5344.
2BR duplex in Northwood.
$375/mo. No pets.
759-4406.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
stove, ref., dishwasher,
microwave. No pets.
753-5149.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
w/d, all appliances, partial
utilities paid. $440/mo plus
deposit. 753-6022.
2 NICE 2br apts on corner
of Mission Valley & Haven
Meadows. Call 753-5731.
4BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
appliances, w/d. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
AVAILABLE Now! lbr J&J
Apartments. 1209 N 12th
St. References required
$235/mo. No pets.
753-3949.
CLEAN, a/c, lbr, utilities
furnished. 492-8634.
EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath,
central h/a, all appliances
included, $375/mo, lyr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets. Call 753-2905 or
753-7536.
FOR LEASE, in early Feb
in Chestnut Street Townhouse, 2br, 1.5 bath, all
appliances, convenient
parking, freshly painted
and carpet cleaned.
$450/mo. Grey's Properties, 759-2001, ask for
Lynda.
FURNISHED apt. Cypress
Community, utilities included. $400/mo. Call
502-436-5099.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income. 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.
LARGE new 2br, central
h/a, super low utilities. Appliances, utility room, no
pets
Quiet, $395.
753-8828.
MANOR
MURRAY
APARTMENTS Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
8arti-5pm, Mon -Fri.
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house wiwasher &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NICE 2br, 1 bath apartment, all appliances Great
location Call Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444
NICE 2br, 1 bath in Murray
All appliances including
dishwasher, w/d hook-ups,
front & rear deck
436-5465.
NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat & appliances Deposit Lease
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
$450/mo 753-7457
NOW available- lbr apartment, furnished and paid
utilities. Lease and deposit
required. Near downtown
No pets, 436-2755
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mur Cal
Apartments, 902 North
wood Or, Murray KY
759 4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity

330
Rooms
For Rent

753-5585
NORTHW008 storage
presently has units avail
able
753 2905 or
753 7536

EASTSIDE

SLEEPING
room
$150imo Coleman RE
753-9898

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
2 & 3BR in Murray & Lynn
groveLease & deposit required Equal Opportunity
Housing, HUD/ KHC certificates accepted 753-4109
2BR, 2 bath brick, quiet
neighborhood Coleman
RE, 753-9898
2BR carport, gas heat No
pets $345orno 753-6931
3BR, 2 bath, $325/mo
753-8292
3BR brick, central h/a
Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, central h/a, all appliances furnished, carport
& 2 car garage, 4 miles
south of Murray_ No pets,
$575/mo, deposit & lease
required. 436-2113.
3BR, living room, dining,
kitchen, stove & refrig. furnished, w/d hookup, central
gas heat. Very reasonable
utilities, $450/mo, deposit &
lease required. 605 Sycamore. 753-0919.
HAZEL, 2br, 14 baths recently remodeled Lease
deposit & references
492-8526
HOMES for rent 753-4444
NICE lbr, no pets, lease &
deposit required 753-0728
after 4pm
SPACIOUS, 2 story, nice
neighborhood, 4br, 2 bath,
huge kitchen, sunroom,
very close to MSU Call
527-2714.
WISWELL Rd, 3br, $550
per month on a month to
month basis Call A Plus
753-3100
360
Storage
Rentals

Hwy 299
Mini Storage

AKC Registered Beagle
puppies for sale Great
hunting stock champion
bloodlines, make wonderful
pets Parents are available
to see Call 753-8813
AKC Registered Labs,
lOwks, 1st shots Ready to
go' Call 759-0911
DOG obedience dasses or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
PYGMY goats 1 billy, lyr
old 1 billy, 7yr old $75/ea
354-8471
SIBERIAN Husky puppies,
ready for loving homes
AKC Registered with all
papers and current shots
Parents on Premises.
$150/ea (502)489-6090
31:10
Livestock
Supplies
HAY, round bales , 5 by 5,
$18/ea Call 345-2501
HI-MAG mineral $8 95 for
50Ibs Farmers Farmacy
759-2248
UNITY Hybrid Seed Corn,
$48. Single Cross 80,000
kernel bag, sold at SAM'S
Club or buy direct. For more
info call 1-800-338-4558.

Real
Estate

489-6166
489-2796
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759 4081

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

40 ACRES located at McEl
rath Road, Dexter, KY. 25
acres in open land, balance
in timber. $48,000- call
767-9117.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218.
KIRKSEY area, 7 acre
tract Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444

All Size Units
Available

753-3853
C STORAGE, 10x15 storage units, 4th St & Sycamore E. Next to Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

460
Names
RN Sale

3STORY A-FRAME (within
walking distance) of Kentucky Lake 2/3 Bedroom, I
bath apprx 1600sq ft.
24x30 detached 2 car garage 24x32 carport, 8x10
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
ground 3 Decks with view
of lake 2 Lake accesses (I
private, 1 public) nearby
Apprx 14 miles East of Murray $95,000 Serious inquiries only Shown by appointment Call 474 8704
after 5pm or leave
message

QUALITY home 32 2 wtr
formal dining, great room
sun room with bonus room
over garage laci..zzi tt)
hardwood floors and 5 ced
mg fans Detached garage
shop with bath could be
rental City water & sewer
age 753-1150

DOUBLE lot with new septic system, ready for home
or trailer Located in lake
front subdivision with private boat ramp $9,900
firm 759-4696
LAKE Barkley- Canton
area 1 acre bay waterfront
lot- $15,000 Ott water lots
or acreage with deeded access to water 753-0563

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

GEISSOLD
FOR SALE

La:sties! Locadea! 804 S. 164b St.
Beautiful wooded lot 10a250, 3 BR, Ph bath all downstairs,
bonus morn up 2,150 sq. ft. living apace. Huge walk-in attic
(could be finished) & 24124 attached garage - 3,458 sq. ft
Central H/AC. LA, dining, kitchen-4m combo w/fireplace &
hardwood flans, nice clowns, utility room whaorage cabinets.
Sl111100113. patio & grill.
A MUST SEE! 759-0700

Interest rates are low, building costs are dots n
& spring is near. Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We also do remodeling, rooting & concrete
work. Law or small.

Bruce Green
'Buildlug

'One Call IVIORRIS
VEY
Does
*Wool
11 All'

I.

OA;

NOR IMPROVEMENT
Painting - Siding - Rooting - Plumbing
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Structural Repair
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates

(502) 759-4599

10GhS j: •7
767OSCo
1988
7'
good
leage ar
PrtCe red.. • '
9C'J 4,7,R
S4 70.0

Motorcycles
HONDA 250R 4 Trax 4
wheeler Like new well
maintained ridden very
little Many added access()
ries 759 5377 ask tor
Dave
490
Used
Cars

1990
112 X t r •
tenor ri
fm tape
1992
loaded
753-6432
evenings

A ,E!, ,e
200

•

1993 MAZ:A M.a:4
5sp I owrer
71,XX X ms $3
759 4480

1985 TORANADO new
tires runs good $800
759-9577

1994 PONT AC
,p
LE, teal 2dr 5,
$6,800 Call RLr
759 2 30 5
L.•
message

1987 BUICK Park Avenue
fully loaded 157 XXX
miles, engine only 60 XXX
$2,400 759 5858

LOTS for sale. Various
sizes & locations to meet
your needs. Call 753-9950
7am-4pm Mon -Fri,
759-1828 or 762-0009
5pm-9pm Mon-Sun.
450
Farms
For Sale

CABINETS
WOODWORKING
All Types Of

CUSTOM PUTCHE/4
CUSTOM

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see
409 SUNBURY 4.1_RRA.

-

./01.1kb"'

Bluegrass Backhoe
'Spring Special'

50+ ACRES 753-4956
9.6 ACRE MINI FARM. Located one mile from city
limits adjacent to Quail Run
Subdivision. Priced at only
$29,000. Water and sewer
available. For sale by
owner. 753-3387

.•

11•14S •

25% off all new septic systr.
Special rates on repairs
replacements
STUMP removal & lands( din ._.
Call for Free Estimate_

502-436-5790
Licensed
Spring special Good 2/12/98 - 3/il

1523 OXFORD Dr. 4br, 3
bath. Completely remodeled; kitchen, bathrooms,
all hardwood on 1st floor, all
carpet, interior paint, outside trim, gas logs & central
air unit. A perfect house for
entertaining on a large
140X120 corner lot in Canterbury Estates. This house
is for sale by owner below
appraised value for
$150,000. Call 759-9219.
1YR old 5br, 2'4 bath, 2 car
-garage, over 3100sq ft
under roof. City utilities on
wooded lot in Sherwood
Forest. Lots of extras, below appraised value,
$151,500. Call 753-6098.
2 NEW houses within city
limits of Murray. For more
info call 753-9950
7am-4pm Mon -Fri,
759A1828 or 762-0009
5pm-9pm Mon-Sun.
3BR, 3 bath on 5 acres,
west of Murray. Must sell.
435-4318.
BEAUTIFUL lake home at
Anderson Shores, 2 minutes from water on 1 acre
with large garden. 2-3br, 2
bathrooms, .s_unroom, full
drive-in basement, deck.
with water garden, central
Ps/a, wood stove & boat
house. Call 502-435-4585.
BRICK ranch style 3br, 1
bath, 4 miles southeast of
Murray, Old Salem Rd,
$78,900 753-1159

BY Owner Two story New
England style house on 26
acres. Four bedrooms,
study, three baths, appointment. 502-489-2060

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Calloway County's UM
Authorized York° Dealer
CARTER SERVICE CO.
Heating & Air Condition ,'
Gas Installation
Sales - Service - Repair
501 North 4th St. Murray. KY 42.11- ,L

12YORIC

(KY HVAC LIC. 8M03794)

AREA RUG

25% to 60%
OFF
OUR REGULA:-PRICE...SUBJECT TO 52'.i ENDS WHEN OUR INVEN —
REDUCED TO A MORE
"Magic" Oriental Style Rugs

FOR Sale or Trade 2 story
log home,3yrs old, 3800 sq
ft, 13 acres fenced with
pond, 30'X60' shop,
120'X50' barn, 24'X36'
barn, 18'X36' barn, 24'X40'
equipment shed Phone
753-7687
NEW 3br brick, 2 baths
natural gas h/a, double garage & driveway North Villa
Subdivision Lot #5, Metcalf
Ln ,3 miles north of Murray
437-4783, 753-8237

(5021759-4x11 '

(502)759-4720

-e
Now

Si 59" 4:"L

"St. Simon" Oriental Style Rug
Now '119"
Approximate Size 9x12 Or
Now s89'

Hand Made AuBusson 10C -

'899

Every Rug Reduced

son tractors, Itit-.

(502) 753-8343

-IC

g70

EARLY SPRING SALEBEAUTIFUL HOME SITES. Quail Run Subdivision offers large lots, water,
sewer, trees and no city
taxes. Priced from $8,500
to $12,500. For sale by
owner. 753-3387.

BY Owner: 3br, 2 bath brick
home, deluxe interior, 106
Williams, 3 blk 'to MSU,
$99,900. 767-0895

Mak

,

% ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753-2592

Home
Loans

430

NIA ,

Laks
Property

420

ATTN Homeowners. Borrow $25,000-$100,000.
Too many bills? Pay off
high interest credit cards
Home Improvements.
Apply by phone/ 24hr Approval. No Equity Capital.
Call Platinum Capital
(800)523-5363/ Open 7
Days

TUESDAY

NEW custom built 3br, 2
bathroom home with optional 1400 sq ft of living
space upstairs, natural gas,
2 car garage with wide
driveway Located in North
Villa Subdivision, Lot 82,
Metcalf Lane McDaniel
Construction
(502)436 2766

From

18-x27- Bound Mats
Comparo it 32

Paris Location: \AI
ml

Puryear Location:
•

OWNER selling nice 3br. 2
bath home. 1 2 acre lot,
1406 N 4th 1870 sq ft living
space Central Wa, 3 car
carport also accorhodates
camper/ MH Upper $80's
753 8094

25°/0 to 60°0

Visa

r

711

N

Now50'

'

h1L.iRRA'T ,

10
*.)

504

Used
cani

used
Trucks

'994 TOYOTA Corolla
manual 4dr ac, cruise
cassene looks great well
aintained excellent ser
,ce record $6500
53 0175

IF you d like to ,rvetst
$4000 per year in a trans
mission buy this Dodge
Ram truck I'd make you a
Transmission
real deal
still has 9 month 3 000 mile
warranty This is warranted
by local Dodge dealer PS
It you're loco If trade for
Call
GMC pick up
492-6268

1995 WHITE Pontiac
brand Prix 4dr power win
cows & locks, 48 XXX
miles $9 500 obo
'53 8613

Warm!

Services
Mend

&pry ices
Oitwool

LAMB Brother Home Im
pro.,ements remodeling
additions rooting, siding
tree estimates 436-2269

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Local & Out Of
State Moving Licensed &
Insured 767 9630

FREE

Sonless

510

AFFORCABLE
al.
building yo. H be
Residenbai constructor
remodeling roofing v
siding porches. decks
fencing concrete & ma
sonry And home repairs
Free estimates 753 8007
Elite Building

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed 8 in
Luke Lamb
sured
5,32 436 5950

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
toL.ndations slabs side*
airs driveways buildings
remodeling repairs, AGC
certified 489 2214

Campors

Vans

1990 DUTCHMAN camper
2dr, sleeps 8 extra nice
2nd owner $9,500
(502)247-8690

1995 CHEV Astro work
ian tilt cruise stereo, air,
auto 39 XXX miles
'59 4831

520

,996 FORD Windstar,
iaaded willow green, new
tires nice 492-8899

1978 CHEVROLET pickup
2x2 $1 000 Leer truck top
for long bed $275
474-8806
1979 FORD 4wd $2,300
'990 GMC 4wd cab,
$11 500 1985 Oldsmobile
98 V6 diesel new tires
$1500 Call 382 2921, after 6pm
1 '.183 CHEVY, 2wd, lwb,
new transmission, great
condition 435-4499
1989 FORD Bronco 4X4,
Eddie Bauer edition, p/w,
pl. cruise, inVext excellent
condition, V13 302, new all
tires Runs great. $7,500.
489-2025

Boats
& Motors
1989 24FT Pontoon, 100hp
Johnson motor, la trolling
motor, all accessories in
cluded Good condition
753-7629
GIBSON houseboat, 50'.
1987 1/454's, marine air 1
owner, excellent condition,
docked at Kentucky Dam
Call
Marina
502-499-2559
can
Services
Offered
3-D DOZING backhoe
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge trimming, landscaping., mulch
hauling & mulch spreading,
gutter cleaning. Licensed &
1992 GMC Sierra 4X4, insured, Full line of equiploaded and well main- ment, Free estimates. Tim
436-5744,
tained. 82,XXX miles Call Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
at 759-0911.
A-1 Tree professionals
1995 DODGE SLT Dually, Stump removal, tree sprayCalloCummins Turbo diesel, ing, serving Murray,
automatic, all power, run- way County since 1980
ning boards,i4eIttory Free estimates 437-3044
chrome wheel covers, or 492-8737
single cab towing pack- A&A Lamb Brothers Comage, white, 70xxx miles. plete Lawn Care Mowing,
Garage kept, maintenance leaf mulching landscaping
record $17.500 Good con- Mark Lamb, 436-5791
d.tion Call 474-8704 after
5pm Serious inquiries only ADAM'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS.
please
Remodeling' Repairs Inside & Out No Job Too
FOR Sale 1996 Dodge
Small, 759-9906
Ram Ready for 3rd transmission Purchased new in AFFORDABLE all around
Paris. TN If you'd like to hauling junk clean-up,
own a piece of junk, I've got cleaning out sheds, tree
your truck. 492-6268
work 436-2867

1706 Audubon
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-2767

CARRICO ELECTRICAL SERVICE
Residential — Farm — Commercial
New Homes — Additions — Rewiring
Ceiling Fan Installation
"No Service Call Fees"

HALEY'S
Ugl9Duck
WaRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Ar

mb Brothers
Tree Service

5O2-36-5741-800-548-5262
Fr.. Eseeesies
24 Hr Serveca
Hedge TrieweiAg
Tree Spreyirtg
, Tree & Starris,p
6.4;44

LICENSED & INSURED

Tree Trumann
Cleanup Service
FuLl bee of
Equipage:

.•

mullet

R

e

Wildlife Control of
Kentucky
Humane and affordable
animal removal and relocation
•
•
•
•

Squirrels
Raccoons
Skunks
Snakes Si morel

ii
(502) 436-5465

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing If you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
•_
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
at (502) 247-9300 or
(800) 874-0256.

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

LAWN mower ATV repair
sendice Free peck up &
ceiivered 435 4460
LAWNS Mowed Guaran
teed work Call for estimate
435 4423

APPLIANCE REPAIR
P ROFESSIONAL D EPENDABLE
502-767-9552.

MULCH delivered Murray
436-5560
NICHOLS Lawn Maine
nance Mowing edging
mulching & hauling
759 9577

Lawn Mowing
Estimates
20% Of First Mowing
Early

PLUMBING repa
service 436 5255

Averments

Rimming

Penmeter, Garden,
Trees, Air/Grass
Clippings Removal

Call John Salter
- 75341849

In The Classifieds',

HOROSCOPES

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
*** In your opinion, others are
aggressive. You simply
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, pushy and
don't have all the answers. Be aware
March 4, 1998:
discussions.
You focus on building a better,stron- of others' agendas in
APPLIANCE REPAIR All ger home life. Security will become a Take responsibility at work; do not
brands Kenmore 30. high priority. Expect a lot of pres- let an upset ruin the day. An associyears experience BOBBY sure'froth the outside world,includ- ate gives you support, and actively
HOPPER 436-5848
ing your professional situation. You helps. Tonight: In the limelight.
BACKHOE Service small feel as though you are juggling all LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
jobs driveways box blade
these demands.Ifyou are single,you ***** You have the option oftakrottertilling snow removal
are likely to meet someone exotic ing the high road. Challenges occur
753-0834 or 759-9835
and exciting. But you could hit a in communications. Someone (posstubborn and touchy.
BASEMENTS & Homes snag here; this person could be un- sibly you)gets
Sub & General contracting
available. Ifattached, be open about A romantic tie perks up your day.
Insulated concrete forms yourfeelings. Keeping emotions hid- This person is fun and loving. A
(R32) StyroCrete builders den inside you could cause many partner becomes more assertive.
or
'
5 0 2 4 36 2 00 7
problems.GEMINIseesthrough you. Tonight: Off to the movies.
502 436 5264
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
BEGINNER Piano lessons The Stars Show the Kind of Day *** You might question another's
guarded
to students 8yrs old & up
You'll Have:5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; motive.You could be unduly
about funds. Understand more of
40 minute lessons $12 Call 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
759-4112
what you want and expect from others. A family member is quirky and
BOB'S Plumbing Service ARIES(March 21-April 19)
All work guaranteed Free ***** Communication are active full of surprises. Follow through on
estimates 753-1134, and bring positive results.Talk about a diet or health resolution. Tonight:
plan.
492-8584
your feelings,and let others provide Go along with someone's
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING feedback. A friend comes through SAGITTARIUS
Tree removal, Mulch, Af- for you in a big way. Your imagina- **** Ifyou are having difficulties,
fordable Prices Free Esti- tion emerges when eyeing the fu- and find others manipulative, hold
with personal
mates 759-5353
ture. Be in touch with goals. To- up the mirror. Deal
issues. Reach out for a good friend.
buddies.
with
together
Get
night:
carpets
the
CALL US on
You might be surprised how much
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
753-5827.
financial objectives. can comeforward when you are open.
****
Examine
CARPET Cleaning. Free
ways come out with Others appear to be holding the cards
estimates. 753-5827 Your passionate
inspires you. now. Tonight: A midweek break.
person
This
boss.
a
Lee's.
forth if CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
gushes
High-voltage energy
be
CARPET cleaned by Cert
you focus. Be careful ofkeeping hurt *** In your mind, you might
Techs Any room up to
explode.
could
they
feelings within;
exaggerating the implications of
300sf only $30.00 Murray
a
with
problem
a
encounter
You
what is happening. Be direct with
Carpet& Upholstery Cleanpartner. Tonight: Pay bills.
family: Discuss the future, your seing 753-6300 anytime
GEMINI(May 21-June 2.0)
curity needs and expectations. Take
CARPET INSTALLATION ***** You are personality-plus.
to buy a card or gift for a loved
time
INC. By qualified installers
and one. It will mean a great deal to him.
energy
drive,
your
with
Proceed
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
the Tonight: Off to the gym.
hardwood & laminated direction. You can read between
floors Residential or Com- lines. A partner gets testy and might AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
get into a power play; it is his way or ***** You're unusually attracmercial 759-1591
The unexpected runs high, tive to others,and will be for a while.
CARPORTS for cars and no way!
in your favor. Tonight: Others seek out your ideas and supworks
which
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs Get what you want.
port. Sometimes,you come offstronand etc Excellent protec- CANCER(June 21-July 22)
ger than you realize. Your imprestirm, high quality, excellent *** Listen to others; you might not sion of a friend could be subject to
value Roy Hill 436-2113
be getting the whole story. Take in change. Share an inspired idea. ToCHEAP & dependable ex- another point of view; be realistic night: Flirting develops into more.
19-March 20)
terior & interior painting,
about what you want and expect. A PISCES(Feb.
papering, window washing
need to keep cermight
You
***
he
if
warpath,
the
go on
& cleaning Services for boss will
and feelings to
projects
ideas,
tain
to
boats & homes. 436-02491 isn't already there. You will need
your finanValue
now.
for
yourself
are
benefits
Financial
respond.
after 6pm
what you
honor
and
structure,
cial
likely. Tonight: Take a night off.
CHIM Chin) Chimney
want. Do not settle for less; be direct
22)
23-Aug.
(July
LEO
Sweep chimney cleaning
what you want is in your dealings. A boss is rougher
service, 10% senior dis- **** Aiming for
be surprised on you than he is aware. Consider a
don't
but
important,
counts 435,4006
to relax.
when another challenges you.A loved change.Tonight: Run home
COLSON Home Repairs
threatened by what is
feel
might
one
Additions, garages, decks__
happening. His caring devotion is BORN TODAY
remodeling, vinyl siding
Goren(1901),
obvious. Soft discussions allow oth- Bridge expert Charles (1932), co20yrs experience
Makeba
Miriam
actress
a
Attend
ers to detach from work.
753-5592
O'Hara (1954)
key meeting. Tonight: Have a ball! median Catherine
s
COMPUTER Upgrades &
Repair Need more memory, larger hard drive" Installation guaranteed
753-2699

Unitas
Moms

Mnisips
Nand

RUDOLPH S LAWN
CARE Reliable experienced service Mowing,
trimming etc Free estimates 502 753-9095

WOOD VCR repairing
VCR's, Microwaves Free
estimates Authorized
dealer for 18 inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
Free info Mon Fri, 1 5 30
753-0530

Service;

11121tag
Dnveway, Sidewalk
Edging

PAINTING interior exter
ior
Free estimates
437-3879

530

530

530

stn

49r)

',151

RICK S Rpot,ng repairs
shingle & fiat roofs Free
estimates 22yrs viper'
ence 502 437 4559
ROOFING Re roofing
Tear Offs Repairs New
Roots Adam's Home Improvements 759 9906

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with lull
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753 5484

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759 4690

560

Fres
Column

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guarantebd (Duality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Rooting additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592

FREE puppy to caring
home 9wks old 753-4888
FREE to
country
Shepherd
753-1606

good home in
Male German
is housebroken
after 5pm

MHS wins regional
Governor's Cup
Murray High School placed
first in the overall team standing
in the Governor's Cup Region 1
competition held Feb. 28.
Students placing in the competition were: Nathan Hughes of
Murray, first in mathematics
written assessment; Kisen Nathu
of Murray, third in mathematics
written assessment; Adam Bartnick of Murray, first, and Nathan
Hughes of Murray, second, in
science written assessment; Ellen
Carpenter of Murray, third in
composition; Calloway County
team, third in future problem solving; Murray team, fourth in future problem solving;
Murray team, second in quick
recall; David Crouch of Murray,
fourth in social studies written
assessment; John Clayton of Calloway County, first in language
arts written assessment; David
Crouch of Murray, third in gen-

eral knowledge written assessment; and Kenny Ernstberger of
Calloway County, fourth in general knowledge written
assessment.

&Ian Mrsanda
Agent

itagA

Bob Cornelison
At

753-4703
• Mobile
Home
Boat
• Health
Farm
• Business
Home
• Life
Renters
• Annuities
• Nursing Home

• Auto

•
•
•
•

AU-Around Coverage
AU-Around Murray &
Calloway County

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916
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Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!
Open
Mon.-Fri. 7-5;

Gieat Tires!

Great Selection!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
90 Days Sam As Cash
(4161 Iipprond

aide)

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray 453-1111
Owner: ()weld Boyd

/14

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!

Burkeen Bookkeeping
8 Tax Service
1300 Hiliwood Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(Located inside Hill Electric)

753-9567 ext. 106
or 753-6730

TVE B
THIS FR
FIVE HOI
5Elc
THE LL
SEEME

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs!

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates.
Remodeling,fencing. decking, roofing & electrical.
489-2832.
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks fencing pole barns,
sheds, carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753 7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
tems 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured Completely Mobile Phone 502 759-4734
Cellular 502-853 1108
ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construction rewiring mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair Call anytime Murray, 762 0001.
cells 519 1592
FERTILIZING manure
aged for delivery $25 pick
up load Please call
759 2518
GARDEN tilling bushhogging small jobs driveways
gradpd with box blade Gerald Carroll 492 6159
GUTTERS Quality seamless aluminum gutters Gutter maintenance Gutter
S I ppl,f25Variety of colors
cenr,ed. Affordable
Call WOfe! KY Seam Gutters, 753 0278
HARDWOOD FLOOR in
. it en and iiiir,hing
A ,m design Afli.Jidatple
rate., ;.,:s 7860

Catfish
Boiled Shrimp
Fried Shrimp
Clams
Frog Legs
Baked Fish
Stuffed Crab
Bar-B-Q Ribs
Fried Chicken
Gumbo
Salad Bar
Dessert Bar

INZM

Adult
Buffet
Not Vahd w/Any Other Special

Expires 3-31-98

ALL-U-CAN-EAT
Tues.-Thurs. MSU Students Get .2 Discount With Student ID
Adult - $10.99 Children Under 12 - $4.99 Drink Included - Children Under 6 Free
Tues.-Thurs. Senior Citizens Nights $7.99

Open Sunday 11-2 Country Buffet
Tues.-Sat. 4:00-9:00
506d North 12th Street, Murray, KY
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TODAY IN HISTORY
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MEWS MAINS
MIGHTIER TNAN TNE SWAIN

Volunteer!

1

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

For more information call
toll-free l-800-ACS-2345

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Lions Club President Charlie
Lassiter and Club Scholarship
Chairman Yancey Watkins presenting a check to Carol Julian,
development coordinator at Murray State University, to benefit
the Groover A. Parker Memorial
Scholarship Fund. Parker was a
longtime member of the Murray
Lions Club.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Craig
D'Angelo, Feb. 5; a girl to 2nd
Lt. and Mrs. David L. Cooper,
Feb. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hall will
be married 50 years March 12.
Twenty years ago
Michelle McGehee was
crowned as Black History Queen
at Murray High School. Her attendants were- Althia Parham,
Karlesta Catlett and Gloria
Cavitt.
Mrs. Brooks Lawrence of Kirksey died March 1 from injuries
sustained in a two-vehicle accident in Haywood County, Tenn.
M.C. Garrott writes about Corey Huie, fourth grader at Robertson Elementary and 4-H club
champion for his hogs in West
Kentucky Market Show at Murray State University, in his column, "Garrott's Galley."
Thirty years ago
Members of Murray Planning
Commission are Dr. Thomas Hogancamp, Robert Moyer, Richard
Hurt, Harry Fenton, Beale OUtland, Dave Willis, I.H. Key, Leonard Vaughn and Holmes Ellis.
Seaman Apprentice Ronald L.
'Fox, USN,_ son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Warren Fox, has graduated
from nine weeks of basic training
at Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, Ill.
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament,
Benton beat South Marshall and
North Marshall beat Murray
High. High team scorers were
Jim Griffy for Benton, Jimmy
Clapp for Solith Marshall, thvid Fields for North Marshall,'Intr.
,

DAILY COMICS
BLONDEE

CATHY

LET Ift4 SELF
I WON'T LET M4SELF PA4 7I-LOON'T EVEN 1085
I'VE BEEN STARiNG AT
BECAUSE
START OTHER
THIS FREE-LANCE I08 FOR BILLS, WRITE LEITERS, CALL THIS
WAS DUE FIRST! TLL
OR DO
FIVE HOURS. I WON'T LET FRIENDS, EKERCISE EVEN
IN ST HERE FOR A YEAR IF I
ERRANDS BECAUSE
M4SELF &ET UP AND DO
HAVE TO! I WILL NOT
A HOME OFFICE IT FEELS
THE LAUNDRY BECAUSE IT
ABANDON fA4 PO5T2,!
WRONG TO DO PERSONAL
SEEMS UNPROFESSIONAL.
THINGS ON OFFICE TIME.

THE GREATER THE
WORK ETHIC, THE LARGER,
THE PILE OF THINGS THAT

(

NEvER GET DONE.

1.
•14
1• ,s•
"" NIfe410
'

L.4
w

•

•

I HAVEN'T WATCHED
THE SUNRIse FoR
LONG
IT'S Pi
Gcop TANG To
uJNfriciLEE.I
1)° O

MAKE& yet)RE-ALIZE_
THAT THE_ WORLD
DOESN'T REVOLVE
!AROUND 06.

R

GARFIELD
I'LL 5TAL,1 IN AND COMMUNE
WITH THE THROW RUG

I'M GOING OUT
TO COMMUNE
WITH NATURE
0
0

0
0

0

•

PEANUTS
HEY MANAGER!HOW COME
I ALWAYS I-IAVE TO PLAY
RI6HT FIELD?

, ett

BECAUSE YOU'RE NOT ONLY
THE WORST PLAYER ON OUR
TEAM YOU'RE ALSO THE
WORST PLAYER IN THE
HISTORY OF THE GAME!

`(0L) LOOK LIKE
YOU'VE BEEN 6AIN;NE
A LITTLE WEIGHT

DEAR ABBY - I have a tion for -Lonely in New Mexico "
When my husband and I moved to a
gmall town itV Washington. we
located a vacant lot and bought it
with plans to build a home there .-ks
I walked around the neighborhood.
I saw only one person outdoors I
approached him and said. "I m
going to be your neighbor' I invited
him and his wife to meet us tor
breakfast once a week at a local
restaurant, and told him that I
planned to ask more neighbors to
join us.
Little by little, more couples
joined us for the weekly breakfast.
As new neighbors moved in, I invited them to join us. As the "breakfast club" grew, I prepared a list of
names, addresses and phone numbers to share so we would all know
how to reach one another.
Now this club also has dinner
together three times a year, and we
arrange to have entertainment for
those parties. "Lonely in New Mexico" should consider taking the initiative to organize her neighbors
into a social group. At our meetings,
we have discovered who has hobbies
and common interests, so we can
ask for guidance on projects or company on fishing. trips. We have no
agenda for the club other than
friendship.
We have been meeting for eight
years and greatly enjoy our weekly
get-togethers. Of course, not all of
our 80 neighbors attend every meeting, but enough show up so that a
good time is had by all.
JEAN J. TVRDY,SEQUIM, WASH.
DEAR JEAN:Yours is an idea
worth publicizing. Where
there's a will, there's a way to
accomplish almost anything.
You are to be commended for

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Rising to the Occasion

king, declarer took the ace and
West dealer.
with the jack, West
continued
North-South vulnerable.
showing out.
NORTH
Faced with a sure trump loser,
•A J
South now had to avoid losing a
J 10 8 4
club to make the contract. It would
• K 1084
seem normal for declarer to lead a
1053•
club at this point and finesse the
. WEST
jack — which would have resulted
•10 9 7 4
•K
in down one — but South did much
IF 7 5 3
V A Q 96 2
better than that.
6
J
•
•A Q 9 7 2
He did lead a club, but went up
+9872
•Q6
with the ace, continued with the
SOUTH
king, and made the contract when
•Q 8 6 5 3 2
he caught West's queen. The only
•K
tricks he lost were a spade,a heart
•5 3
and a diamond.
+AKJ
Declarer displayed exceptionThe bidding:
ally good judgrnent in rejecting the
North East South
West
club finesse. He was aware from
2
Pass
Pass
1 IP
the bidding that West had at least
Pass 4
3•
3•
ten cards in the red suits and therehearts.
of
ace
Opening lead —
fore could not have more than two
•
It is said that the first thing a clubs.
Finessing the jack ofclubs conbeginner learns is how to finesse,
and that the last thing he learns is sequently could not gain a trick,
when not to finesse. There is more since even if the finesse succeeded
truth than poetry in this observa- because East had the queen, East
would still have a club trick comtion, as witness today's deal.
West led the ace of hearts, fell- ing, having started with four or
ing South's king, then shifted to more to the queen.South therefore
the ace and another diamond. De- rejected the finesse and instead
clarer rose with the king, ruffed a played the A-K, which offered the
heart and led a trump,planning to only realistic chance of m aking the
finesse. When West produced the contract.
Tomorrow: A critical choice.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
,
1-•
LONG HAVE_ kibu PEEN
Sr,TiNG THERE?
—
MOST
OF THE NIGHT,
I GUESS.

Bobby Rutledge for Murray.
Forty years ago
Army Pfc. J.P. Walker, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gairey Walker of
Murray, is participating with his
unit in the annual firing tests of
NIKE-AJAX guided missiles at
Red Canyon Range in New
Mexico.
In opening game of Fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament, Benton beat Almo.
High team scorers were Dailey
for Benton and Lovett for Almo.
Mrs. Pearl Phillips, Mrs. Mahlon Frizzell, Mrs. Claude Miller,
Mrs. Mary Allbritten, Mrs. T.A.
Thacker, Mrs. Hugh McElrath
and Mrs. Thyra Crawford presented a program on "Doorposts
and Gates" at a meeting of WMS
of Memorial Baptist Church.
Fifty years ago
Preparations for merging of the
hospital department of HoustonMcDevitt Clinic Inc. with Murray
Community Hospital are rapidly
nearing completion, according to
Carmon Graham, hospital
administrator.
In opening games of Fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament Sharpe beat Almo
and Hardin beat Lynn Grove.
High team scorers were L. Inglish
for Sharpe, C. Burkeen for Almo,
Miller for Hardin, and M.
Smotherman for Lynn Grove.
Dr. Rex Syndergaard of Murray State College took the negative side, and Attorney Hall Hood
took the positive side in a debate
about the Marshall Plan at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club.

t
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DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March 3, the 62nd day of 1998. There are 303
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 3, 1931, "The Star-Spangled !Amer" officially became
the national anthem of the United States.
On this date:
In 1845, Florida became the 27th state.
In 1847, the inventor of the telephone, Alexander Graham Bell, was
born in Edinburgh, Scotland.
In 1849, the Home Department, forerunner of the Interior Department, was established.
In 1875, the Georges Bizet opera "Carmen" premiered in Paris.
In 1885, the U.S. Post Office began offering special delivery for
first-class mail.
In 1918, Germany, Austria and Russia signecL the Treaty of BrestLitovsk, which ended Russian participation in World War I. The treaty
was annulled by the November 1918 armistice.
In 1940, Artie Shaw and his orchestra recorded "Frenesi" for RCA
Victor.
In 1969, Apollo 9 blasted off from Cape Kennedy on a mission to
test the lunar module.
In 1974, nearly 350 people died when a Turkish Airlines DC-10
crashed shortly after takeoff from Orly Airport in Paris.
In 1978, the remains of comedian Charles Chaplin were stolen by
extortionists from his grave in Cosier-sur-Vevey, Switzerland. The
body was recovered near Lake Geneva 11 weeks later.
In 1991, 25 people were killed when a United Airlines Boeing 737
inexplicably crashed while approaching the airport in Colorado
Springs, Colo.
In 1991, in a case that sparked a national outcry, motorist Rodney
King was severely beaten by Los Angeles police in a scene captured
by an amateur videographer.
Ten years ago: The U.S. House of Representatives rejected a package of $30 million in non-lethal aid for the Nicaraguan ,Contras.
Five years ago: Health pioneer Albert Sabin, developer of the oral
polio vaccine, died in Washington at age 86.
One year ago: Vice President Al Gore, under fire for his aggressive
role in campaign fund raising, acknowledged he'd solicited donations
from his White House office but insisted he did not do "anything
wrong, much less illegal." But he said he would never do it again.
Today's Birthdays: Actor James Doohan is 78. Lee Radziwill Ross
is 65. Singer Jennifer Warnes is 51. Actor-director Tim Kazurinsky is
48. Singer-musician Robyn Hitchcock is 45. Actress Miranda Richardson is.40. Olympic track and field gold medalist Jackie Joyner-Kersee
is 36. Football player Herschel Walker is• 36. Rapper-actor Tone-Loc
is 3/. Rock musician John Bigham (Fishbone) is 29. Actress Julie
BoWen ("Three") is 28. Actor David Faustitio is 24.
Thought for Today: "We are creatures gf the moment; we live from
one little space to another; and only one interest at a time fills these."
— William Dean Howells, American author and editor (1837-1920).
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1 Locale for
Damascus
6 — garde
11 Became
more
compact
12 Keep
14 Battery type
15 Heron.
17 Aware of
(2 wds.)
18 Young
womens' org.
20 Chemical
dye
22 Lawyer
(abbr.)
23 — — time
(never)
25 Of the nose
27 — Mans
28'Governess
30 Declared
32 "Believe —
— not
34 Surfeit
35 Split apart
(2 wds.)
38 Enticed
41 Olsen ID

42 Footlike
parts
44 Mama's
partner
45 Cloak
47 Thick sweet
liquid
49 Negative
50 Make over
52 Actor Quinn
54 H.S. gym
course
55 Draftsman
57 Tea biscuits
59 Cornered
60 Expression
of Joy

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
1 Former softdrink name
2 12 mos
3 -Norma —"
4 Author of
"Picnic"
5 Ohio city
6 Painters
7 Odin's
brother
8 From — — Z
9 Grandma, to

3-3 © 1998 United Feature Syndicate
some
10 Football Hall
of Fame
inductee of
1971
11 Astronomer
Carl
13 Famous
16 Brother of

Jacob
19 Little Orphan
21 Pertaining to
Pirth
24 Ready for
action i2
ads 1
26 Slow down
)2 ads
29 Wooden bars
to, draft
animals
31 Showed
anew
33 Author Kipling
35 Piece .of
sawed
lumber
36 Actor Redford
37 Supernatural
being
39 Epic poem
40 Appointments
43 Foamy
46 Hebrew
month
18 Spanish
man s name
S1 is in debt
53 At this time
56 Estrada ID
58 Nickel symbol

originating such a far-reaching
good-neighbor program. I hope
"Lonely in New Mexico" heeds
your excellent suggestion.
DEAR ABBY: In response to
-Caught in the Middle in Connecticut," whose family disapproves of
his love for an older woman who
has a teen-age child, I would like to
give him a bit of encouragement
because my husband is six years
younger than I am
When we met he was 28 and I
was 34. I am of Polynesian descent,
was manied twice before, and had
a child out of wedlock. Believe me,
my mother-in-law was not thrilled
with me. She not only opposed our
getting married, she was extremely
against our having children together.
However, our relationship has
endured and strengthened. We have
been married 13 years. We have
two beautiful children in addition to
my son and his son.
Where there is love, commitment
and communication between two
people, age and past history make
no difference. Also, my husband has
never been one to let others interfere in his life, not even his mother.
After all this time, she finally has
accepted me as her daughter-inlaw.
If he really cares for his older
girlfriend, he should stay with her.
It's their future, not his family's.
TIME-TESTED IN ARIZONA
DEAR TIME-TESTED: I
agree that the young man's
future belongs to him. However,
he may be emotionally tied to —
or perhaps financially dependent upon — his parents, which
is why they are giving him an
ultimatum. The choice is his,
but I cautioned him about making hasty decisions.
For everything you peed to know
about wedding planning, order "How to
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send a businesa-sized; self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for 113.95 ($4.50 in
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 6105404.17.(Postage is included.)

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband, who
is 47 years old, drinks between four
and eight cans of beer a day. Some
days, he does not drink at all: on others, he clearly exceeds his limit. Is
this pattern harmful to his health?
DEAR READER: Without a doubt.
As I have written before, the average adult cannot physically tolerate
more than 4ounces of spirits — or the
equivalent in wine or beer — a day,
without risking serious medical complications including liver and heart
disease. Your husband averages a sixpack a day, an amount that is clearly
excessive. Thus, over time, he will
probably Suffer unpleasant consequences from his habit.
But that is not the whole story.
As most recovering alcoholics know,
it's not so much a question of the
QUANTITY one consumes. Rather,
the PATTERN of drinking is the key
elemen,Lin, the diagnosis of alcoholism. An alcoholic need drink only
once a year. but if he gets blotto,
that's alcoholism.
Normal people Can take or leave
alcohol. It's no big deal and they don't
pay it a second thought. On the other
hand, the alcoholic NEEDS to drink.
one is never enough, and daily consumption is the rule.
Despite the brevity of your description. I strongly suspect that your husband has crossed the line: At best, he
is a problem drinker; at worst, an
alcoholic. (Only he can make that distinction, after treatment and counselling.) I believe that you should
share your concerns with him
show him my reply to your question. I
am certain that he could be helped by
going to a meeting of Alcoholics
Anonymous, as you could be by
attending Al-Anon, a "sister" group
for people whose loved ones abuse
alcohol. Or, as an alternative, consider involving your family physician.
who can advise you and your husband
and bring to bear the available
resources in your community.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Substance Abuse and Mental
Health." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped. envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR GOTT: In a recent
response. you correctly advised a
reader that folic acid supplements
would not lower his cholesterol level
Do you think that the reader was confused' Perhaps he wanted to lower
his level of homocysteine. since this
substance has been implicated as a
cause of premature arteriosclerosis
and heart disease
DEAR READER: Quite possibly
There's a lot of interest now in homo?Cysteine. And, as you pointed out, high
levels are associated with heart disease. Folic acid supplements appear
to reduce homocysteine in the bloodstream. Whether this. therapy will
someday becOme the standard is still
a question Nonetheless, your point
was well taken
199$ NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Colloquium scheduled
The keynote speaker is Dr. Ray
Wallace of Northwestern State
University in Louisiana and coeditor of -The Place of Grammar
in Writing Instruction."
Registration for this free event
will begin at 9 a.m., followed by
two panel presegtations. Wallace
will speak during lunch and will
also conduct a workshop.
For more information, contact
Gina Claywell at 762-4729.

A "Rhetoric and Compoition
Colloquium" is set for March 20
in the Mississippi Room of Murray Sate University's Curris
Center.
Sponsored by the MSU colleges of education and humanistic
studies, the provost's office and
the department of English, the
topic for the event is "The Pendulum Swings: Re-Aligning Grammar in Composition Studies."

Market Report
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Mrs. Fern B. Alsup
Mrs. Fern B. Alsup, 79, Westwood Drive, Murray, died Monday.
March 2, 1998, at 12:10 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Her husband, Robert Franklin Alsup, preceded her in death. She
was of Baptist faith. Born Sept. 27, 1919, in Arkansas, she was the
daughter of the late Chalton and Fanny Bain.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Rosemary Lampkins and husband, Danny, Murray; one son, Robert Franklin Alsup, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.; two brothers, Dale Bain and wife, Jean, Tusin, Calif., and Vernon Bain, Ingleside, Ill.; four grandchildren, Robert Kondratko, Micheal Kondratko, Jennifer Alsup, and Robert Franklin Alsup III; one
great-grandchild, Zachary Kondratko.
Graveside sei vices will be Wednesday at noon at Qulin Cemetery,
Qulin, Mo.
Visitation will be at Landess Funeral Home, Malden, Mo.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.

Mrs. Margaret Farley
Services for Mrs. Margaret Farley are today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. E.F. Clere is officiating.
Pallbearers are Tommy, Timmy, and Jack Thompson, and Danny,
Dougie, and Jimmy Earles. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Farley, 69, South Ninth Street, Murray. died Sunday, March 1,
1998, at 2:40 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include her husband, O.B. Farley; one daughter, Mrs.
Shanon Colson and husband, Otis, Murray; three sons, Burnette Farley
and wife, Sarah, Paducah, Michael Farley, Murray, and Terry Albritten, Draffenville; two sisters, Mrs. Sue Thompson and husband, Jack,
Benton, and Mrs. Loretta Earles and husband, James, Canton, Mich.;
six grandchildren, Lori Scarborough, Amanda Farley, Stephanie
Roberts, Margaret Johnson, Kim Kerne11 and Keith Farley; seven
great-grandchildren.

Mayor Bill Cherry recently signed a proclamation declaring February as
American Heart Month. Also pictured are Marilyn Chatman, president of the
Calloway County Division of the American Heart Association, and Joyce
Gordon, local AHA communications chairman.

Mrs. LaRhea Denise Stewart

22% of the fuel would only
burn when it came in contact
with the platinum surfaces of
the catalytic converter.
Unfortunately, the converter
process takes place outside of
the engine, where the energy
produced cannot be harnessed
to drive the vehicle.
But with platinum in the
combustion chambers, 22%
more of each gallon burns
inside the engine so that 22%
fewer gallons are required to
drive the same distance.
After studying this process
for five years. the government
concluded:"Independent testing
shows greater fuel savings
with the Gasaver than the 22%

Home Theater
Systems By

Funeral rites for Mrs. Bulah Fielder will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Lee and the
Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Kevin Fielder, Eugene Fielder, Lance Allison,
Keith Wicker, Mark Doran and Joe Dan Taylor, active; Buck Thommasson, Larry Suiter, Lindy Suiter, Todd Rose, John Madura and Richic Brawner, honorary. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Mrs. Fielder, 101, Murray, died Sunday, March 1, 1998, at 7:15
a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Nerene Thomas, and one son,
James A. Fielder and wife, Jean, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Rosine
Malcolm, Murray, Mrs. Ruby Jewell, Arizona, and Mrs. Robbie Hutto
and husband, Earl, Michigan; 11 grandchildren; 28 greatgrandchildren; 27 great-great-grandchildren.

C.D.(Slim) Morris

Towery correction
William B. Morris was not listed as a surviving son-in-law in the
obituary of Robert E. Towery. The Ledger & Times regrets the error.
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_J70.5E" LifeStyle 12 Home Theater System

Discover the surround sound system that simplifies home theater.Five
pahn-size cube speakers and a hideaway Acoustionass• module create
exciting sound for both movies and music.The sleek music center has
a high-performance CD player and AM/FM stereo tuner built in.The
remote is so user-friendly,it works through wails.Everything is easy to
set up,and easy to use. Msit us for a demonstration,
and discover how simple home theater can

Save $200 !!!

TEST DATA
The government studied
test data on vehicles made
by several auto makers.
Listed below is the data
from a fleet of 15 identical
5-liter vehicles.

claimed by the developer."
In addition to government
confirmation of its fuel saving
claims,the Gasaver has received
patents for raising gasoline
Vehicle M.P.G. M.P.G. Percent
octane, and has betn approved Number
with Increase
without
Gasa‘er Gasaver
for 'reducing emissions to
acceptable levels.
59 12.0 17.8 48.3%
Joel Robinson, the developer, 63 11.3 16.6 46.9%
commented:"We have already 53 14.1 20.7 46.8%
51 13.0 18.8 44.6%
sold over 300,000 Gasavers. 56
12.2- 171 40.2%
To our surprise, as many 64 9.6 13.3 38.5';
people buy the Gasaver 60 13.3 17.9 34.6';
because it extends engine life 55 9.8 13.1 33.7,,
(by cleaning out the abrasive 68 14.3 18.4 28.7' ;
50 10.8 13.9 28.7%
carbon deposits) as buy it to 62
14.1 17.6 24.8%
increase gas mileage."
66 15.8 17.5 10.8%
For further information call: 57 14.4 15.9 10.4%
1-800-LESS-GAS
54 13.1 14.0 6.9%
65 12.9 11.3 -12.4%
1-800-537-7427
Average

12.7

16.3 28.3%

_HOSE'Acoustimas' 10 Speaker System
Whether you're enamored with movies or
music, the Acoustimass-10 speakers
satisfy your desire for exciting
sound. Using only five tiny cube
speaker arrays and a single compact
module, the Acoustimass-10 system
delivers a performance that
rills your room with crystalclear highs and deep, resonating bass. Come in for
a demonstration and discover a sound that you'll take to heart.

Save $200 !!!
_HOSE'LifeStyle so Home Theater System
Now you can enjoy great home theater, right down to the price. Five
tiny cube speakers =I a hideaway Acoustimase module surround
you in sound for your favorite movies,
TV shows and sporting events. And
when you listen to music, you get to

Asmw- Acoustimas- 6 Speaker System
Advanced Bose technology for
home theater is now more
affordable. The Acousdmass-6
speakers work with your strround sound receiver to bring
a new sense of realism to your
favorite movies, music and
TV programs. All from five
Virtually Invisible' cube
speakers and a hideaway
Acoustimass module you'll
barely notice. This eliminates the need for
•
multiple bass sources or bulky conventional
sysspeaker
loudspeakers. Al from a complete home entertahinent
tem with remarkable sound that's remarkably
affordable.

Save $100 !!!

• •••
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Better sound through research

be.

Services for C.D. (Slim) Morris will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. William B. Miller,
Joel Smith and the Rev. Tom Clendenen will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Karl Smith, Bill Folwell, Jerry Falwell, Steve
Cherry, Steve Lyons and Alex Ray. Entombment will be in Murray
City Cemetery Mausoleum.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospice or the American Cancer Society.
Mr. Morris, 75, Highland Road, Murray, died Saturday, Feb. 28,
1998, at 8 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Lou Hargis Morris; one
daughter, Mrs. Faye Hurt and husband, Larry G., one son, Philip E.
Morris and wife, Betty J., and one grandchild, Kina Nicole Hurt, all of
Murray; one stepgranddaughter, Tammy Ray and husband, Alex; two
stcpgreat-grandchildren, T.J. and Alexis Ray.
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This advertisement appeared originally as editorial material in another newspaper.

The funeral for Mrs. LaRhea Denise Miller Stewart will be today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Scott Bivins,
the Rev. Dennis Norvell and the Rev. Jack Jones will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Barry Rose, Connie Morgan, Larry Cherry,
Wayne Garrison, Dan Kelly, Bob Waldrop, Harold Bynum, and Terry
Byerly. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Children's Education
Fund, c/o Howard Steely,, Peoples Bank of Murray, 500 Main St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Stewart, 40, Dowdy Trail, Murray, died Sunday, March 1,
1998, at 4 p.m. at her home. Her death followed an extended illness.
Survivors include -her husband, Ricky Stewart; one _daughter, Jamie
Stewart, and two sons, Clint Stewart and Zachary Stewart, at home;
her father, Joe Miller and wife, Hilda, Lynn Grove; two brothers,
Donnie Miller and wife, Debra, Benton, and Garry Miller and wife,
Debbie, Paducah; one stepbrother, Terry Orr and wife, Mary Ann,
Hazel; her mother-in-law, Mrs. Lavenia Stewart, Murray.
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Device May Increase Gas Mileage by 22%
BOSTON - National Fuelsaver
Corp. of Boston has developed
a low cost automotive accessory
called the Platinum Gasaver
which is guaranteed to increase
gas mileage by 22% while
meeting all federal and state
emission standards.
With a simple connection to
a vacuum line, .the Gasaver
adds microscopic quantities of
platinum to the-air-fuel mixture
entering the engine.
Platinum has the unique
ability to make non-burning fuel
burn. With platinum in the
flame zone, you increase the
percentage of fuel burning in
the engine from 68% to 90%.
Normally that additional
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366 •
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Prices as
of 9 a.m.

choose two, three
\ or five speaker
performance.

"Oa

a CD
ter
player
cenmusk
sleek
Thehas
and AM/FM tuner built right in. Even the

remote is user-friendly - it works through walls. Everything arrives
in one box and is very easy to use. Now,nothing stands in your way
ofgreat home theater sound.

Save $200 !!!
HOME THEATER
CUSTOM INSTALLATION
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Ask one of our consultants
for a free demonstration.

MURRAY 1
TELEPHONE
ELECTRONICS

FREE In Home Estimates

de,

506 North 12th Street • Murrav, Kentucky
(Next to Solnya )

753-75 7

